Do you remember that time we couldn't stop laughing... Was it at the football game freshman year... Or maybe it was at Girls Show practice... How about all the inside jokes from the plays and the concerts... What about those exciting club meetings after school... Do you remember what happened that time on the lunch line when we were sophomores... The Green Army was so loud and crazy at all the games they went to... We had so much fun together at the junior cotillion when our favorite song came on, remember... Well if you don't I...

Guess You Just Had To Be There
Mr. Marion
School Social Worker, Associate Principal, Guidance Counselor

Thirty-three years of dedication to the betterment of Passaic Valley. A caring, concerned educator that always went above and beyond for the students and staff of our school. We wish him well!

-Mr. Wallace
The 2010 Valley Green Staff would like to thank the following people for their contributions and generosity in making our yearbook possible: Mrs. Debbie Benvenuti, The Board of Education, Mr. Matthew Conforth, Mr. Lou Esposito Jr., Mr. Paul Gerber, Dr. Viktor Joganow, Mr. John Joyce Jr., Jostens, Mrs. Nancy Konzelmann, Mrs. Arlene Morocco, Mrs. Jackie McGaritty, Mrs. Sandy Moussab, Mr. Nicholas Sauter, Mrs. Gail Sliker, Turner Sports Photography, Mrs. Melanie Vasa, Mr. John Wallace, Mrs. Donna Waryas, Lifetouch Photography, Mr. Al Politi, and Alex Diaz.
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To the Class of 2010,

Congratulations! All of you should be proud of making it through the last four years. Remember your time at PV and look back at those years fondly and with great joy. You are about to encounter a new part of your life and we hope that you use the lessons PV has taught you to be as successful as we know you can be. There have been so many good things we could talk about: the most popular Freshman Formal ever, Smencils, or even those gosh darn cookie orders, but remember this, it was a pleasure to work with all of you. We enjoyed the opportunity to get to know each of you. Good luck and keep those memories close. Sometimes the world will seem unkind, but know that we are always there to help.

With great pride and joy,
Mr. Wojcik and Ms. Luchejko
Matthew Coiro  
President

Nicknames: Matty, McCheese.  
Ambition: To become a successful pharmacist.  
Secret Ambition: To overthrow the mayor of Totowa.  
PV/TB/op. a. My Boys RB MS DW MW TR BS DM AD KD JP KS DC SS. My haters u kno who u r. GL class of 2010!

Nina Costa  
Vice President

Nicknames: Neen, Neeney :)  
Ambition: To live happily ever after.  
Secret Ambition: To marry Micky Rosa :) and be his Miss Teen NJ.  
Life is worthwhile when you can't sleep because reality is better than a dream. Family <3myphil@*g0y@xuwll SENIOR:WCVA:<3

Nicole Niland  
Secretary

Nicknames: Neecole, Niki Ni.  
Ambition: To witness a miracle.  
Secret Ambition: Skip college and go to Italy with Kellie B.D.B.*  
Cheering 2 GS 2 Hangin Out w/ friends was quite the adventure ThnkU to famly & friends ITS BEEN REAL <3  
"Nuovo Inizio"

Michael W. Vecchione  
Treasurer

Nicknames: Vec.  
Ambition: To become a successful biomedical engineer.  
Secret Ambition: To beat Sergey Bubka's world record in pole vaulting.  
Four years went by fast Now we're on to bigger and better things. Congratulations Class of 2010. We've made it.

Danielle Dellanno  
Historian

Nicknames: dее dаnyеlл.  
Ambition: success, happiness & eternal youth.  
Secret Ambition: To move to Maui and be a hula girl..hang loose. amazingyears: mommysgirl,dad &em forever&3friends love ya always, thanks for the memories-many more to come; we4r/cheer* yay 2010
Patrick Abate
Nicknames: Pat, Patabate.
Ambition: To be an accountant.
Secret Ambition: Be a famous sculptor.

Toni Marie Abbondanza
Nicknames: tone, tonay.
Ambition: Succeed in everything I do and enjoy life every step of the way.
Secret Ambition: Drive cross country with Chelsea
never 4pge these 4 years, been a great ride, seniors 10^<3 love my friends & family. pce out pv!

Renad Abuhaltam
Ambition: My ambition is to actually succeed at what many fail to do effectively and that is, to change the world for the better
LOVE AND THANKS PARENTS, HAM, MIYA, and PV STAFF for ALL YOUR SUPPORT 'MIRACLES HAPPEN TO THOSE WHO BELIEVE!'

Dina Abukharma
Ambition: I just wanna be successful.
4 yrs of ungetable memories have gone by so fast! thank u 2 my family&friends 4 being there MT, AR, LH, KRG<3 NO REGRETS!

Janine Abyad
Nicknames: Neen, Joanne
Ambition: To make a difference in someone's life.
Secret Ambition: To step foot in every country around the world. "Happiness will never come to those who fail to appreciate what they already have." pgvdB3cap. 09.
Love Friends & fam<3

Joanne Abyad
Nicknames: Jo, Janine
Ambition: To become a successful radiologist.
Secret Ambition: Achieve my goal of being a cartoonist for Walt Disney. We had the best years at of our lives. LUV U GUYS AB MB GB JD MD SJ Live Laugh Love. Good luck Class of 2010! PV U Know!
Chase Agapito

Nicknames: Ozzy
Ambition: International Environmental Policy
Secret Ambition: To run in the New York City 5K mile Marathon. Made tons of friends and participated in a lot of sports and clubs. I'm definitely ready for college.

Billy Agures

Ambition: Join a S.W.A.T. team.
Secret Ambition: Hang with Zicky Vengeance and be an underground street racer. yeah!!

Arianit Agushi

Nicknames: Niti
Ambition: To work for NASA.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Morgan Freeman.
My freshman year a senior told me if I blink I might miss it; she was right. Thanks for the memories.

Tamiur Ahmed

Nicknames: Tammy, Tamar, Twenty.
Ambition: To be a successful Neurosurgeon.
Secret Ambition: To Roundhouse Kick Chuck Norris
I’ve had some years at PV. I’ll never forget the memories I had at PV. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2010

Tyler Grae Alexander

Ambition: To graduate.
Secret Ambition: To beat Justin Bieber in a Honda.
Thanks to my MOMMY <3

Taraneh Amiri

Nicknames: Tara
Ambition: I plan on becoming a physical therapist.
I just want to say that I owe everything to my mom. I will also never forget my bestfriend Regina, we will b besties 4L.
Katherine Anderson

Nicknames: Katie.
Ambition: To become a successful architect.
Secret Ambition: Own my own restaurant.
French class, White Posters. Six Flags every summer. Art Club and WPSA with Tati and Drea.

Ardalan Arefpour

Nicknames: Andy, Andylicious.
Ambition: I want to be a dermatologist.
Secret Ambition: To be in the Olympics.

James Argott

Stephanie Aristizabal

Nicknames: Steph A.
Ambition: To be a psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To be an Arabian princess and belly dance with Rima. Thanks to all my family & friends for always being there for me. AP<3 steve. I'd be lost without you.

Alexa Marie Arrabito

Reema Arsheed

Nicknames: Lex, Alexa.
Ambition: To work in the music industry.
Secret Ambition: To own Disney World and be a part of Melanie Manke's entourage.
Ahh, life goes by fast. Good Luck Class of 2010, let the journey begin. <3PRATES! Mellow D ThanksPVC Theater! KTBSPA

Nicknames: Reema, Reem.
Ambition: Survive med-school and become a general surgeon.
Secret Ambition: To become a Desperate House Wife of New Jersey. Peace out PV! I hope everyone is successful in whatever they want to do. I've had some great memories PVGL PVF MIM TYTO.
Geraldine Asoluka

Nicknames: Cougar, JDean.
Ambition: Achieve greatness.
Secret Ambition: To invent something amazing.
Knowing others is wisdom, knowing yourself is enlightenment. <3 Friends/Fam <3 PVH/PVTNF. Live for Carpe Diem 2010!!

Petra Ayoub

"Never glimpse the truth—then it's too far too late, with our love—we could save the world." - Beatles.

Ryan B. Baker

Nicknames: Bake-a-cake, Bakes.
Ambition: To become a sportscaster.
Secret Ambition: To carry on the legacy of Bruce Willis. I luv my lam and friends MC, MS KD RR. Good Times, I'll miss you all, annnndd picce kidd

Steven Awad

Samantha Babilonia

Nicknames: Sami, Toby.
Ambition: Do it big.
Secret Ambition: To form a famous music sensation called TOBY? Oh boy! Its over. These years in PV will never forget. Thank you everyone who made these years great. We out! <3 U TOBY

Michelle Barilari

Nicknames: Mish, Mooselle.
Ambition: To be a teacher.
Secret Ambition: To one day be as tall as Gianna Botti.
Best friends <3 Jami DeGrote <3 MD GB SJ JA. Memories that will last forever <3 PVH!! Thank you Mom, Dad & Anthony.
Edward Barnes

Nicknames: Mikey B.
Ambition: Get married to my girlfriend and continue my family.
Mike, I want to thank my parents for pushing me so hard. I want to thank my girlfriend for being there for me. I love you Trish and Michael.

Mike Baron

Nicknames: Mikey B.
Ambition: Get married to my girlfriend and continue my family.
Mike, I want to thank my parents for pushing me so hard. I want to thank my girlfriend for being there for me. I love you Trish and Michael.

Veronica Ann Barone

Nicknames: V. Vett.
Ambition: To become a successful lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To live in Cinderella's castle with Prince Charming.
Mom Dad Mark Amanda Thanks 4 Everything! WDT Head Byn WDV!
Great memories we've one!
Love you all!
Good Luck Seniors! Congrats!

Alberto Batarseh

Nicknames: Bert.
Ambition: To become a doctor.
These four years have been an amazing experience. Thanks to all my family, friends, and teachers.

Katerina Sun Mi Beebe

Nicknames: Kayla, Beebz.
Ambition: To never stop trying to put a smile on a stranger's face or my own.
Secret Ambition: Fly an airplane.
"Life is not meant to be a piece of cake; it's meant to be a whole one." — Anonymous.

Dylan Behlen

Nicknames: Behlen.
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I do.
Secret Ambition: Become a Chef.
I'd like to thank my teachers, friends, and family for all the support. Now to my boys; it was a blast!
Most Likely to Succeed

Glenn Fellman & Stefanie Molin
2nd place: Matthew Coiro & Jessica Oldja
3rd Place: Alberto Batarseh & Tala Shekarkhand

Robert Belfield

Brian Bermudez

Arielle Nicole Blanco

Nicknames: Arie, Ar.
Ambition: To be successful... period.
Secret Ambition: To be a Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader.
Thanks to my family & all my friends! I love you all so much! Class of 2010! We did it! Peace PV!

Justin Boccanfuso

Robert Booth

Nicknames: Bobby
Ambition: To study pharmacology in college and become a successful pharmacist.
Secret Ambition: To always be "that guy with the brown van". I would like to thank my family and friends for supporting me all the way. Congratulations to the class of 2010.
Gianna Elizabeth Botti

Nicknames: Gi, Little Foot.
Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to do.
Secret Ambition: To be on "Dancing With The Stars."
I love all my friends. So many great memories together! Thanks to Mom, Dad, & my brothers. <3 If you get the choice to sit it out or dance, "DANCE" <3
*sk <3

Ashley Brady

Nicknames: Brady, Abi.
Ambition: To be an exquisite dentist.
Secret Ambition: To be a crazed guitarist!
Just as a child would collect the most random gadgets & store them away among treasured things I will do with my memories at PVHS.

Roxanne Bresnee

Nicknames: Rox, Roxy.
Ambition: To read bedtime stories to my millions of grandchildren.
Secret Ambition: To be the most heavily tattooed woman in the FBI.
I just love (almost) all of you so much!

Peter Bruno

Nicknames: P.T.
Ambition: To go fast.
Secret Ambition: To see the day the world ends.
It's been a fun four years! Thank you to my supporting parents and all the good times with Team C. Good luck

Catherine Anastazia Bukalo

Nicknames: Catie, Ukie.
Ambition: To be successful & happy at the same time.
Secret Ambition: To steal "the gator."
Best 4 years! Thanks Mama, Papa & Danylo, all my friends PVTH, PVGLAX&R&D, GD, SL & KG. Love you! CongratsClass of 2010!

Tyler Burke

Nicknames: Burke, T-Burke.
Ambition: Firefighter.
Secret Ambition: To own the Yankees.
Thanks to my mom, dad, family and friends. Good luck to the Class of 2010.
Joseph Calafiore

Ambition: Become a psychologist to help others.
Secret Ambition: Hide in a train all day without a care as to where I'm going.
"Experience is not what happens to a man; it is what a man does with what happens to him." - Aldous Huxley

Michelle Cando

Nicknames: Millie.
Ambition: Avoid going to nursing school at all costs.
Secret Ambition: Construct costumes for an avantgarde performance at art school.
"Supposed 2 be? I never gave it any thought never gave a " what I'm supposed 2 be- but if you're asking what I am..."

Dominick Capone

Nicknames: Dom, D-Cap.
Ambition: Become a professional soccer player.
I would like to thank all my teachers, friends, and family. Shout out to PV Soccer and all my boys for great times at PV.

Peter Canavan

Ambition: Become a psychologist to help others.
Secret Ambition: Hide in a train all day without a care as to where I'm going.
"Experience is not what happens to a man; it is what a man does with what happens to him." - Aldous Huxley

Chelsea Marie Capo

Nicknames: Chelsea.
Ambition: To be a rich, independent & successful woman.
Secret Ambition: To be on NU Housewives.
"Every story has an end, but in life every end is just a beginning."
Kula, Family, Friends <3SENIORS '10.

Justen Cavero

Ambition: To become a specialist in car design.
Secret Ambition: To hit the lottery and live the life.
Thanks Mom and Dad, Elana for all your support. Thanks babysitters (N.B) for helping me get good grades and supporting me throughout my school years.
Crystal Chmielewski

Nicknames: Crys.
Ambition: Personal Trainer.
Secret Ambition: I want to be able to see the future. Tomorrow never knows. I'm going to miss my soccer team and our stories on the bus! LOL :)
Love you girls! IMRU

Chris Chytrak

Ambition: Own a Hummer Limo, and a Maserati.
Secret Ambition: To marry Irina Shakarashvili.

Domenick Coiro

Nicknames: Domahooch, Pooch.
Ambition: To be in the NFL and successful in life.
Secret Ambition: To be just like my dad, "BG Don".
P.V. has been a lifetime of memories, MDW-SB-WB-Summers with my boys.
VG-AD-BS-DL-MO-KL-BS+CL.
It's been real, we out poe!

Patrick Corbo

Ambition: Save the world.
Secret Ambition: Conquer the world and become Super President.
"How many roads must a man walk down before he admits he's lost?"

Kaitlyn Rose Cousins

Nicknames: Katie, Kate.
Ambition: To think of a secret ambition.
Secret Abation: Operation Dellate Kelly's hair.
Thanks for making my four years at P.V. unforgetable. MCG.

Frank S. Crocco

Nicknames: Frankie, Cheech.
Ambition: To make a lot of money doing as little as possible.
Secret Ambition: To make the world laugh.
Mom Dad Jess Gab Thanx 4 Everything! 4ys Wrestling. Thanx 2 all My Teachers & Coaches. Thanx 2 all My Friends 4 Making It All Unforgettable!
Megan Crosby

Ambition: Museum Curator.
Secret Ambition: Captain the Starship Enterprise and become Minister of Magic.

Nicknames: Cruz.
Ambition: To be successful and make some loot (Alas).
Secret Ambition: To get paid to do nothing--and become a deadly military weather man.
It's sad to let everything move on but we gotta do it sometimes I'm gonna miss all my close friends.
LZ, SG, KR, RH, BR, PEACE!

Ricardo Cruz

Nicknames: Ricky.
Ambition: Physical therapist or to go to the air force.
Secret Ambition: To be a skydiving instructor.
I made a big impact on the cross country and track team. Shoutout to all my boys!!

Anthony D'Astolfo

Ambition: To not get played like Kevin Habrahamson.
Secret Ambition: To be taller.
Passaic Valley Soccer. I will always remember all my friends and all the great memories.
Congrats to the class of 2010!

Gina Nicole D'Astolfo

Nicknames: Gi.
Ambition: To be an Elementary Education Teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be on the Wizards of Waverly Place.
To all my family &<3 my friends wherever. #4everything, rd. down since '01. TT &<3 SENIORS!

Lawrence Mario D'Astolfo

Nicknames: Cabboz, Larbear.
Ambition: We're in there like whooo.
Secret Ambition: To not get played like Kevin.
PV: Thanks for everything.
PVBVC09
Friends SL: JS MG PY SS AS BB AL RT BM
Thanks for being there.
Kenneth W. Dahdah Jr.

Nicknames: Ken, Dahdah.
Ambition: To eventually play in the NCAA.
Secret Ambition: To carry on the legacy of Bruce Willis. Like to thank my family and friends. Shout out to the Hockeyboys MS MC RB.

John Dantoni

Nicknames: Dantoni.
Ambition: To become a history teacher.
Secret Ambition: To come to school for 180 days of the year. Congratulations Class of 2010! wow.

Nejlaa Darwish

Ambition: I want to be successful in everything I try to do! CONGRATS Class of 2010! I can't believe I made it this far! I've been through difficult times and achieved in the end.

Miles Davis

Joseph DeCesare

Nicknames: Joe.
Secret Ambition: To invent something that would make life more convenient. I can't believe it's been four years already. Best wishes to all my friends. I couldn't have done it without you guys.

Jami Lauren DeGrote

Nicknames: Ham.
Ambition: To work in CSI as a Forensic Scientist.
Secret Ambition: To live in a house made of ice cream!
CHRISTOPHER <3 BEST FRIENDS: MICHELLE <3 MD-SJ-GB-JAI =) LFCREW =) PTH <3 THANKS MOM DAD-ANT-GRAM-GRAMP =) SE NIK KS.
Roger DeLeon

Ambition: To become a CIA agent.
Secret Ambition: To learn the government's secrets.

Carmen Delpercio


Adriana Carmela DeLuca

Nicknames: Asp. Schmey.
Ambition: Teacher/Guidance Counselor.
Secret Ambition: To become rich and famous and own my own island.
Many Memories & Great Times!
There are my family & friends. XOXO.
GDpons-Head09810. KYLE.
ILLhever! Good Luck Mish&Marcy!

Kevin Demosthenes

Nicknames: B.K.
Ambition: To be the next Denzel Washington/Will Smith.
Secret Ambition: Swim Suit Model.
2M9BoyClassOr2010IhDown4L

Mark DePasquale

Nicknames: Seawi.
Ambition: To own my own hotel.
Secret Ambition: To get locked in an elevator with Megan Fox.
GOODTIMES W/ SUIIMMDSMV/MSGICKBA.
THANKU MONDMADALEXIS ILLU.
GOOD LUCK AND CONGRATS CLASS OF 2010! SL.

Jaclyn DeStefano

Nicknames: Jackie.
Ambition: To become an advertisement designer or art teacher.
Secret Ambition: To have my own reality show.
fewTrueKoAvAd6ChicMV.
Pirates HeadW/ty Chr.
Head WC099 Varsity Cheering
ThanksFam GoodluckSENIORS
PcNDovePV.
Rachel DeVenio
Nicknames: Rochelle.
Ambition: To see the 7 wonders of the world.
Secret Ambition: To be a member of L.A. Ink.
Family BFFs: Life Savers, Catie, Sam.
P.V.H.-3, P.V.L.A.X. CONGRATS SENIORS 2010 PEACE, LOVE & FUNNY COLORS!

Matt DeBenedetto

Marc DiGiaimo
Ambition: Gotta live a good life and stay true to those close to you.
Secret Ambition: To skate on every continent.
It was an awesome four years! Best of luck to everyone in the future!

Samantha-Jo Dilkes
Nicknames: Sam, Chicken.
Ambition: To be a marine biologist.
Secret Ambition: To train dolphins at SeaWorld.

Alexandra Rose DiLuccia
Nicknames: Ali.
Ambition: To Always Use Creativity.
Secret Ambition: To Be on Survivor.
Thank you family, teachers, and friends for helping me through these four years. Good Luck Class of 2010. P.V.F.H.

Anthony DiSanti
Nicknames: Tony Teet, DiSanti.
Ambition: To be successful in life.
Secret Ambition: Can't Stop, Won't Stop... Repin it.
To All My Friends and Family
THANK YOU, AIN, My Boys, MDW
Summer Best Memories: Football BBQ, Best Times, PB, Citrus, Prascha
ILOVEWEOUT
Stephanie Domuracki

Nicknames: Steph, Steph.
Ambition: To live a happy, healthy, successful life.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world, and to make a difference.
Love and Thanks to all my friends, family, and teachers who have helped me along the way!
Good Luck Seniors!

Courtney Lee Donovan

Nicknames: Court.
Courtnegirl.
Secret Ambition: To deflate Kelly Martinez's huge hair with Katie!

Samantha Maria Dorsey

Nicknames: Sam, Dor.
Ambition: To be residing in California in the near future.
Secret Ambition: To move to Colombia with Kev.
Family/Friends, I love. Check ya later.

Ryan Dunphy

Nicknames: Dunph, Rooney.
Ambition: To graduate med school.
Secret Ambition: To be like Steve Irwin.
My past four years in HS have been unforgettable. Thanks to my friends and family for all the fun and support. pce PV

Glenn Durocher

Nicknames: Rae.
Ambition: To become a great doctor.
Secret Ambition: To be on "So You Think You Can Dance".
We'll all take different paths in life, but we'll always have a little piece of each other forever.
Peace out PV.

Rae Ann Ebarita
Taylor Jean Eldridge

Nicknames: Jay.
Ambition: To become a doctor or do research for infectious disease.
Secret Ambition: To be Dr. Panetta when I grow up.
PV marching band the past 5 years have given me the best moments of my life. Thanks to everyone who has tolerated my craziness.

Jan Eriksson

Christine Fallaha

Nicknames: Arab.
Ambition: To live life freely.
Secret Ambition: To build an amusement park in my backyard with Snick.
These past 4 years have been amazing. To all my girls, I love you. "Don't be afraid to be who you are. Life is too short to be scared."

Chelsea Falone

Nicknames: Chelly, Ginger.
Ambition: To live life happy.
Secret Ambition: To be just like Muriel.
"If you spend time missing the past, you miss out on the future."

Nicole Farhoud

Nicknames: Niki D.
Ambition: For all my dreams to come true.
RS TA DR NN I love you all so many memories. Good luck to the senior class.

Glenn Fellman

Ambition: To do something I enjoy, and try and make a difference in the process.
Secret Ambition: No ambition should be kept secret.
Any four years truly expressed in 102 characters were not worth the time.
Giuseppe Ferrante

Nicknames: Meg.
Ambition: To live a fulfilling life and career and follow where my heart takes me.
Secret Ambition: To do a voice over in a Disney Pixar movie.
Bye PV! It's been a memorable four years. I can't wait for the next chapter of my life! =0 A.

Megan Figueroa

Justin Fisher

John Flannery

Nicknames: J-Fish, Flan.
Ambition: To be a stock trader.
Secret Ambition: To freestyle.
High school went fast but not faster than the lancer <3.
W O W pv hockey.

Corryn Fojut

Nicholas Francesco Fontanella

Nicknames: Fojie, Cam.
Ambition: To grow up and be just like my mom.
Secret Ambition: To paint the world pink.
9/2/96 //N
family/friends <3 "Imperfection is beauty madness is genius N is too b absolutely redic than absolutely boring."

Nicknames: Nicky Font.
Ambition: To graduate from Rensselaer and attain my Ph.D.
Secret Ambition: To work with Chris Sowa to cure cancer.
Unyielding perseverance has paid off. We stand on unlimited opportunity never stop reaching.
My Boys: AA, CS, MF, KS, JL.
Michelle Jessica Fornino

Nicknames: Mish, Meeeesh.
Ambition: Not to take life too seriously.
Secret Ambition: To be just like Monty.
"ALWAYS LOVE, EVEN IF YOU WANT TO RIGHT."

Veronica Freitag

Nicknames: Vive, Vivies.
Ambition: To live in California.
Secret Ambition: To be a Mermaid.
GC, Cheering, Family & Friends Love You All. Later PV!

Daniel Friscia

Nicknames: Frisha.
Ambition: To have a successful career.
Secret Ambition: To solve a rubix cube
PV Soccer my boys. MWBG people from totowa good luck class of 2010 pce

James Galanaugh

Nicknames: Jimmy G. Jamsey Boy.
Ambition: To become an automotive technician.
Secret Ambition: To become the next Tony Montana.
GOOD LUCK to all my friends in the Future

Kimberly Galbraith

Nicknames: Kimmie.
Ambition: Success, love, and happiness.
Secret Ambition: To work the "red carpet" for a famous PR firm.
Mom and Dad I love you. Thank you for believing in me. To all my friends, good luck and I wish you the best.

Tatiana Gallego

Nicknames: TATER TOTZ, Tat.
Ambition: Nursing.
Secret Ambition: The best mother of five children!
Great times spent with my sister Andrea, unforgettable moments with the soccer team & many other cherishable moments.
Brandon Galorenzo

Nicknames: Bred.
Ambition: Accounting.
Secret Ambition: To be happy.
Thank you to all my friends and family.

Amanda Nicole Garcia

Ambition: To become famous!
Secret Ambition: To pull the ULTIMATE prank on Mr. Settiembre.
Thanks for all the memories!
A.T.I.N.A.I.L.O.V.E you guys
SO much! Good luck
SENORS! :) <333

Nicholas Anthony Gencarelli

Nicknames: Gene, Chad, Nick Yank.
Ambition: To be very successful.
Secret Ambition: To meet Johnny Knoxville & to be in a Bob's Furniture commercial.
I WANT 2 THANK MY MOM AND MY FAMILY 4 EVERYTHING ILY! SHOUT OUT OUT 2 ALL MY FRIENDS Ukwu!! GOOD LUCK IN ALL U DO! 2010!!

Anthony Gentile

Ambition: Shoprite.
Secret Ambition: To marry Jillian.
I can sum up my 4 years at PV with 9 famous words from Borat: "VERY NICE!"

Stephen Giliberti

Ambition: Shoprite.
Secret Ambition: To marry Jillian.
I can sum up my 4 years at PV with 9 famous words from Borat: "VERY NICE!"

Megan Elizabeth Gorski

Nicknames: Meganon.
Ambition: To become a maternal nurse.
Secret Ambition: To become a pig in my after life.
THE PAST 4 YEARS HAVE BEEN FUN! THANKS TO MY PARENTS MY BROTHER! CONGRATS TO THE CLASS OF 2010! LOVE YOU ALL GOOD LUCK
Mike Governali

Ambition: Get Paper.
Secret Ambition: To be George Jung.
Big ups for my true boys y'kno always rip it cuz thats just what we do YG out

Most Changed Since Freshman Year

1st Place: Katie Cousins & John Danton
2nd Place: Noel Ruggiero & Mike Sayad
3rd Place: Nicole Nland & Dom Capone

Anthony Graziano

Ambition: To be successful in whatever I choose to do. Don't let anyone steal your dream because it is yours not theirs.

Alexandria Greco

Nicknames: Alex, Al.
Ambition: To be an English Teacher.
Secret Ambition: Be Princess Odette.
Thanks to my family and friends for a great four years!

Matthew Guarino

Stefania Emilia Guarneri

Nicknames: Stef, Steffles.
Ambition: To be the most known actress all over the world.
Secret Ambition: To be top ranking spy in the CIA.
YAY ITS ALL OVER! BEST 4 YEARS OF MY LIFE. GOOD LUCK EVERYONE!
Michael Gufarotti

Nicknames: Gabby, GiGi.
Ambition: To become an actor or singer.
Secret Ambition: Senior prank on September.

Thank U. for all the memories at PVHS, and to all my good friends and family, especially my best partner Gilbert P.!

Monica Haberny

Nicknames: Monkey, Monia.
Ambition: High school history teacher, while writing novels on the side.
Secret Ambition: Travel the world w/ Mr. Spock in search of the lost city of Atlantis & to construct my complete family tree.

Thanks to all my family and friends!
Shout outs to NC PTNZG, JD LC MM GP NA DH Cape Dem
Best wishes and DFTBA!

Gabriela Jessenia Guillen

Nicknames: Gaby, GiGi.
Ambition: To become an actor or singer.
Secret Ambition: Senior prank on September.

Thank U. for all the memories at PVHS, and to all my good friends and family, especially my best partner Gilbert P.!

Kevin Habrahamshon

Nicknames: Hamshaw, Hammuham, Hammeham.
Ambition: To be the best.
Secret Ambition: To rule the world with Superman.

Had fun these last 4 yrs. Thanks to the people who stood by me. Yo Lany we in there like swimwear!

Mariah Lynn Hager

Nicknames: Re.
Ambition: To be the next Rachel Zoe.
Secret Ambition: I know I'm not Miss America or anything but I would really like to end world hunger.

PV its been peachy. family & friends thank you all c3PEACEandLOVE.

Kyle Connor Hanrahan

Nicknames: KY.
Ambition: To own my own business.
Goodbye PV and Class of 2010.
Good times! Now it's time 2 move on. ADRIANA: I LOVE U & thanks 4 always believing in me.
Martin Hendela

Ambition: To be a sports manager.
Secret Ambition: To go into space.
Thanks to everyone who made these 4 years great. Good luck class of 2010 and hope to see you soon!

Lorena Hernandez

Nicknames: Lorenita, Lori.
Ambition: To become a Nurse or a Physical Therapist.
I would like to thank my family & close friends for making these past 4 years of my life the best <3 MTARKIDA SENIORS

Melanie Hinkle

Nicknames: Mel-Hinkle.
Ambition: To be a successful actress.
Secret Ambition: To be Des Messier.
Rumors: Cabaret, Rent, Damn Yankees, Miss Saigon.

Yasmine Hinnawi

Nicknames: Sonya, Yas.
Ambition: To Travel The World With My Number 1 <3
Secret Ambition: To Live Happily ever After & Rule The World.
I've only grown stronger because that's what every step I've taken. My life may be complicated, but complication is what made me.
Completions to the Class of 2010! We finally did it to all My family, friends, & Teachers who supported me throughout. SENIORS ROCK!!!!!!!!!!

Christina Holzach

Nicholas Mark Hrehovcik

Nicknames: Nick. Hopscotch.
Ambition: To become a dentist and own my own practice.
Secret Ambition: To win a gold medal for the Slovakian Curling Team in the Olympics.
I can't believe 4 yrs went by so fast. TY family & friends 4 all ur support. Good Luck Class of 2010!
Mortaza Hussaini

Nicknames: Moty.
Ambition: Become a teacher and own my own business. These 4 years have been great. 2 many memories. Shout out 2 my boys CT SL PS TR PS RD FC DL RS DB never gonna forget my group!

Leia Alexis Iannia

Nicknames: LeeLa.
Ambition: To teach kindergartener.
Secret Ambition: To climb every water tower in the entire world w/ Danielle Dellanno.
Mom & Dad,
Thank you so much for everything you've done for me! Love you! Kayla & Dominique, I love you guys. SENIORS! <3

Emre Inal

Nicknames: Eri-Jota, R.J.
Ambition: Get mula.
Secret Ambition: Get more mula.
I can't believe that my years here are over. A lot of good times with the boys I'll miss y'all. PCE PV CLASS OF 2010.

Robert Irvine

Aysenur Iscen

Ambition: To have an inspiring life and achieve goals bigger than my size. Thanks to my family, friends and teachers for their endless support and smile for 4 memorable years.

Katherine Blanca Jaimes

Nicknames: Ki Ki. Chappy.
Ambition: Sing and perform for charities around the world.
Secret Ambition: To help out all the needy children and help UNICEF.
Friends come and go but memories stay your whole life. I love everything I've done these past 4yrs and thank for the <3.
Robert T. Jakob

Nicknames: Rob.
Ambition: Creative writer.
Secret Ambition: To own an otter.
GSP & Wmull w/ RT, EH&SM, Bamboozle 08 & 09 w/ EJETEH, "Visiting" The Grizz shop in MT. Wild times w/ EH, RT, SM, RH & MR.

Sharmina Jalil

Nicknames: Shaw, Shaji.
Ambition: To become a successful therapist.
Secret Ambition: To travel the world and one day own a successful bakery. Laugh as much as you breathe and love as long as you live. To my family and friends I love you all. Thx 4 everything.

Michael Jarjoura

Ambition: To sue the person who invented the party bus.
Secret Ambition: To clean the streets of Seattle.
I want to thank my family for sticking with me through four years of hell and um life is peachy.

Vanessa Jimenez

Nicknames: "N3Sw" "CUR85"
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: 9 B Am AstroNuts II & II STAY HIGH OR HAN HDH 7YR IM ABOY YOUL
CLASS OF 2010 w/Ad D mEMS NVd4GEl M4W09 SM08 CR4ZT1M4S3 3 All My grls UKaURLYS 2 IH3 IAm THANX fORVyoUfll!!

Christopher Walter Johnson

Nicknames: Scully, Big Swing
Ambition: To work for a professional sports team.
Secret Ambition: To be an Iron Chef.
Special thanks - Jami<3 u r the best friends GFABHNHABAMS8TK GREAT TIMES Mom & Dad. Teachen thanks for everything!

Nicest Eyes

1st Place: Joe Vasta & Ashley Brady
2nd Place: Mike Sayad, Nick Swangler & Roxanne Bresnee
3rd Place: Dylan Behlen & Nisa Oncer
Yoon Jung

Nicknames: Lydia.  
Ambition: To spend valuable time in college and become a business manager.  
Secret Ambition: Housewife.  
"Memories is a way of folding onto the things you love, the things you love, the things you never want to lose."

Nicole D. Juskin

Nicknames: Niki.  
Ambition: To become a teacher.  
Secret Ambition: To be in the Olympics.  
Varsity Soccer, Lacrosse, Basketball, my friends, and the support my family gave me through the years.

Ivana Kalezic

Ambition: To become a surgical nurse.  
Secret Ambition: Fly to outer space.  
GOOD JOB GUYS CLASS OF 2010!!! I LOVE YOU REMA!11LOL

Stephen Koch

Nicknames: Koch, Mayor.  
Ambition: To be the owner of Smiley Guy Amusements.  
Secret Ambition: Beat Usain Bolt in a race.  
All my friends its been a great 4 years and I've had some great memories. good luck to everyone... pce out

Katherine Kosich

Nicknames: Kai, Katya.  
Ambition: To see and appreciate the world.  
No matter how many miles away you are, you are my best family so far.

Annie Elizabeth Koterba

Nicknames: Annicaules, Annabelle.  
Ambition: To be in a New Boys music video.  
Secret Ambition: To many Mr. Thornton & to DJ @ a nightclub.  "Thanks 4 the memories, even though they weren't so great."  
A.T.I.N.A.-DeeLauraMaddie-Matt  
lOveyou. SENIORS!  
SwankAt3-Good Luck in PV!  
*G<3
Kayla Kovacs

Nicknames: Klu, Kay.
Ambition: To conquer and succeed. <3N
Secret Ambition: To never say "should have." To my friends and family, thank you I love you. Nat=Leis forever S&I=always. WCVN<3 sent10ns. I love

Justin Daniel LaMarca

Nicknames: Joy, JLove.
Ambition: To become a coach and teacher. Secret Ambition: To be the best around, nothing's going to bring me down. Thanks PV? Thanks to family and friends. Shouts to all my boys. Good Luck to the class of 2010.

Harsh Lathia

Nicknames: Harshy, Serge.
Ambition: To obtain a Master's Degree in Computer Science and Business. Secret Ambition: To own the Mets.

Nicest Smile

1st Place: Geeg Reda & Steph Mizzone
2nd Place: Mike Jarjoura & Nina Costa
3rd Place: Joe Vasta & Veronica Freitag

Steven Lees

Ambition: Live life to the fullest. Secret Ambition: To have three daughters like Rachel, Ulie and Meg. Past four years were great I love all my friends AL AD LD RD CB MH CT TR SS Good luck!

Amanda Lewis

Nicknames: Manda
Ambition: To find happiness in whatever life brings me. SENIORS these past 4 years have been amazing! BB SL AD LD GD MG RT AS BM MD and every else ITU! Live and Love Always
Chelsea Lewis

Nicknames: Chels, Chella
Ambition: To open up my own pediatric private practice.
Secret Ambition: To drive cross country with Toni & learn how to speak Spanish fluently.
These four years have flown by! Congrats SENIORS! Thanks to all my teachers, friends & esp. my family! Live. Laugh. Love.

Kevin Loaiza

Nicknames: D-uno.
Ambition: Get money.
Secret Ambition: Move to a remote island with Sam.
No compass comes with this life, just eyes. To all my boys stay true, it was real. Viva Colombia!

Dylan Lopez

Ambition: To open up a clothing store.
Secret Ambition: To never stop rippin' it.
"In this game of life, enjoy every moment & live life with no regrets." - Kanye. B-Schrek, Too$h, Mocha, Roc & Tony- We boys 4E PCE.

Dayna Lorusso

Nicknames: Deyn
Ambition: To become the most revered fashion designer of all time.
Secret Ambition: Become best friends with Karl Lagerfeld and Donatella Versace.
These four years have been the best years of my life. I can't wait for my real life to start. Good luck everyone! <3

Dwayne Lovely

Ambition: To become a music teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be the very best, like no one ever was.
It's only after we've lost everything that we're free to do anything.

Giancarlo Luciano
Andrew MacDonald

Nicknames: McDreamy.
Ambition: To make a living off of music.
Secret Ambition: To name my first born son Ronald. This is dedicated to all my teachers who said I'd never amount to nothing baby baybay. It was all a dream keep it real.

Michael Ian MacDonald

Michael Mack

Nicknames: Mack, T-Bone.
Ambition: To actually graduate.
Secret Ambition: To be an ice cream truck driver!
My high school life has been good, im glad im finally graduating. Thanks to all my teachers for putting up with me. Bye!

Reema Mahmood

Nicknames: Reems.
Ambition: Pediatric Nurse.
Secret Ambition: Business Manager.
Dream as if you will live forever! Live as if you will die today! I Love Ivana LoLz.

Alexa Danielle Manla

Nicknames: Lex.
Ambition: To be an event planner for celebrities.
Secret Ambition: To be a real New Jersey Housewife.
DMSPCDVC<3 thankyou mom dad &nick i loveyou! grandma meme aunt kris thank you! love you,you can never take the jersey out of the girl.

Rahdeem Manuel

Nicknames: Rahdah, Rah.
Ambition: To dunk on Shaq.
Secret Ambition: To many Jess Sisco.
PV Varsity Football We RIP IT
Good times with all my boys and Good Luck Pce.
Vincent J. Manzi

Nicknames: Evan.
Ambition: Police Officer or Music Producer.
Secret Ambition: To go on a double date with Jay and Ms. Luchtego.

Laura Elizabeth Marabondo

Ambition: To be a successful accessories designer & own a boutique with Megan.
Secret Ambition: To be happy.
To my friends & family thanks4everything ILY all! So many amazing memories I will never forget peace PV I mybaby 4.20.08<3

Nicolle Maroulis

Ambition: To be successful in the film production industry.
Secret Ambition: To publish the novel I've been writing since freshman year.
Looking back on it all I realize the significance of high school. Making friends was my greatest achievement.

Kelly Ann Martens

Nicknames: K-Mars, Killa.
Ambition: To be a Fashion Designer.
Secret Ambition: To walk on the moon.
To my Family & Friends I love U!
Thanks for everything <3 Good Times PV: Never Stop Smiling!

Ariel Martin

Ambition: To just live happily.
Secret Ambition: Go to Barcelona.
"Take care of all your memories. For you cannot relive them." -Bob Dylan

Typical Valley

1st Place: Matt Coiro & Danielle Dellanno
2nd Place: Jason McCluskey & Jami DeGrote
3rd Place: Nick Hlebovick & Jenny Tafro
Jonathan Martinez

Nicknames: JMar.
Ambition: To be a teacher at PVHS & also be a football/Track & Field coach.
Secret Ambition: To go to D1 college for ShotPut, & I day be on ESPN.
Wow when ppl say this time goes by fast, there not lying PV sports are my life, just like N.C.A. I can say about football and track...WE GO HARD!

Erica Martins

Ambition: To work in the travel industry.
Secret Ambition: Always smile at life!
To my family thank you for everything Love you all Laugh with friends and remember the memories just live every moment!

Jason J. McCluskey

Nicknames: Jav.
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To play for the New York Yankees.
GREAT4YRS GOODTIMES ALLMYGIRLS&BOYS 4YRISBASEBALL I'M09CAPTAIN THECHAMPANYBESTFRIENDS SOMANYMEMORIES GOODLUCKSENIORS PCE.

Morgan Mc Cray

Ambition: To have a high paying career by age 25.
Secret Ambition: To walk a tight rope at a circus.
Thank you teachers for support & recognition. Shout outs to:

Rafael Melendez

Nicknames: PapTo, Papi.
Ambition: To succeed in Life.
Secret Ambition: Be the first Latin American on Mars.
Never Drop your standards!
Shout out to all the boys you know who you are.

Jillian Nicole Menendez

Nicknames: Jelly, Schmill.
Ambition: "Laugh Often, Dream Big, and Reach for the Stars".
Secret Ambition: To marry Stephen Gilbert.
Congratulations class of 2010! Thanks to my family and friends for so many amazing memories I will never forget.
Daniel Mesa

Desirae Messier

Nicknames: Des.
Ambition: Doctor.
Secret Ambition: To be Mel Hinkle.

Brian J. Mizeski

Stephanie Anne Mizzone

Nicknames: Bu.
Ambition: To become an athletic trainer.
Secret Ambition: Never got played like Kev Hinkle.
Had a good 4 years at PV, Green Army, LD BB AD KS RM AL MG CT AS RT SL and everyone else.
Class of 10' peace we are out

Nicknames: Steph, Mizzone.
Ambition: To follow all of my dreams and be successful in life.
Secret Ambition: To be a butterfly.
So many memories together SENIORS Green Cheer & Varsity Cheer!
To my amazing family & friends: I LOVE YOU ALL! XOXO

Christopher Moherek

Stefanie Molin

Nicknames: Chris Mo.
Ambition: Chase storms in the midwest.
Secret Ambition: To marry Matt DeVito.
DO NOT adjust your Mind...There is a fault in reality.

Ambition: To travel the world.
Secret Ambition: Write a cookbook and become an authority on Latin cuisine.
I would like to thank my family, friends, and teachers for their support.
Most Athletic

1st Place: Dom Coiro & Jami DeGrote
2nd Place: Ryan Dunphy & Jenny Tafto
3rd Place: Matt Coiro & Lauren Szewczyk

Anthony Monetti

Nicknames: DJ Mo Neerzy, Dragonslayer
Ambition: Star in a movie.
Secret Ambition: Build a house out of waffles and syrup.
No ceilings.

Taurai Blaise Moore

Nicknames: Rui, T.
Ambition: To always remain "Beautiful, Diety, Rich".
Secret Ambition: I want to be that alien from Ziggi Stardust saw waiting in the sky.
I do it because I can. I can because I want to. I want to because you said I couldn't. Thanks for the love ppl
ALNAI :)

Rob Moran

Ambition: A job where people think very highly of me.
Secret Ambition: To have a wife and kids.
I had a great four years and looking forward to college.

Karisa Morikawa

Nicknames: Karis, Kawawa.
Ambition: To be a successful psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To L.F.S.O.
"It is worth spending the rest of your life learning this one thing: to be grateful under all circumstances." -RSMM.

Jack Mulrooney

Nicknames: The Mulo, Zack.
Ambition: To make a lot of money and live somewhere warm.
Secret Ambition: To make Always Sunny in Jersey with Tim someday.
Steven Murphy

Nicknames: Murph, Stevie Murp.
Ambition: To go to college and become a police officer down the shore.
Secret Ambition: To ride a cow over the moon.

TO LIVE IN HEARTS WE LEAVE BEHIND IS NOT TO DIE.

Kristen Nazarro

Ambition: Psychologist.
Secret Ambition: To stop having blonde moments.
Thanks to my family and friends for helping me through it all. It flew by fast and all the support made it the best!!

Dave Newman

Nicknames: Newman.
Ambition: To be a teacher.
Secret Ambition: Movie critic.

John Gregory Nicoll

Nicknames: Johnnie Nick.
Ambition: To become a writer.
Secret Ambition: To help the less fortunate.
Enjoy life, let it take you over, always live in the moment not spending it waiting for it to pass you by.

Melissa Nicosia

Ambition: To be successful in New York.
Secret Ambition: To prove that Tupac is still alive!!
Fear not when fear not why fear not much while were alive life is 4 livin not livin up tight cya somewhere up in the SKY

Niki Marie Notte
Anthony O'Neill

Ambition: To become an Accountant.

Raymond O'Neill

Ambition: To become an Accountant.

Xiomara Karin Ochoa

Nicknames: Z. Charlie.
Ambition: Pediatric Nurse.
Secret Ambition: Move back to New York.
These past 3 yrs at PV were unforgettable. I want to thank everyone and I am going to miss you all Charlie!!

Jessica Lauren Oldja

Nicknames: Jess, Jessica.
Ambition: To work hard, do my best, fight for what I believe in and make a difference.
Secret Ambition: To travel, meet new people, and experience different cultures.
Great friends, Awesome memories.
Good times! Life's a gift, don't waste it. Peace & Love PV

Nisa Oner

Ambition: To be a successful Elementary School teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be an exciting fun teacher like Ms. McLaugh. Dream like you're going to live forever, like you're going to die tm. Thnx mom, dad, sis ILU you guys. 895N&K Sem10rs pcepv.

Michael Lorenzo Ortiz

Nicknames: Mocha Cheese, Mr. SHUTYATEET.WORDPRESS.com
Ambition: To have an MTV show for me and my people.
Secret Ambition: To stunt like my Daddy and take Alliance by Av/Land/Sea.
Satire: All My We Ain' Boyz. AQ, Pooch, Kev, YG, TV, Teet, Mr. DTS. DM'm & all my GFs that have my <3 I GOT US! Yaasie.
Gregory Osbun

Jeffrey Parany

Nicknames: Jeff.
Ambition: To be successful in the future.
Secret Ambition: Be funnier than Stacy.
The past 4 years have been fun. Thank you mom, dad and friends. Good luck to everyone in the future.

Jessica Pascalli

Nicknames: Ming - Ming, J.P.
Ambition: To become a speech pathologist.
Secret Ambition: To own a monkey.
To my mom and sis’s fly this 4 everything. TT<3 Great Day nd End Button Status:) AD LD TU KA bffs<3 fly<3Daddy<3seniors

Chandni Patel

Ambition: To live life to the fullest and never look back and say "if only...".
Secret Ambition: To take a painting course in Italy.
"To accomplish great things, we must not only plan, but also believe" Thanks family, friends, & teachers!

Gilbert Patrocinio

Nicknames: Gil.
Ambitions: JuJuSu.
Secret Ambition: Movie Star.
PEACE 2 all my boys who got another year here and to my besties and finally to my baby Gabi we graduating together.
Natalie Paulino

Nicknames: Nat, Goobes.
Ambition: To conquer and succeed. <3 K.
(10,694),(492,996)
Mom & Dad Love you & Thank you. Kla&Mev Always and Forever. F4<3 Amazing Memories! LIVE, LEARN, LAUGH & LOVE. 2010PCF.

Jimmy Pezzolla

Nicknames: Jim.
Secret Ambition: To be the Next Black President.
So many memories- MDW09 Winter Break08 and summer.
Mad love to my boys & everyone else soooowooop to the 'goons Bezpce.

Stephanie Piereschi

Nicknames: Steph.
Ambition: My ambition is to graduate college with a degree in business.
Secret Ambition: My secret ambition is to own as many companies as I possibly can!
I WANT TO THANK ALL OF MY FRIENDS, TEACHERS, AND MY FAMILY FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE FOR ME. I LOVE YOU ALL!!!!

Derek J. Pierri

Nicknames: D.J.
Ambition: Police Officer.
Secret Ambition: To cure AIDS.

Ashley Pires

Nicknames: Ash.
Ambition: Become an elementary school teacher.
Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn't be a secret anymore.
I really enjoyed my 3 years here. I'd like to thank all my family and friends for your support. I love you guys. xoxo.

Amanda Lynn Pomante

Nicknames: Panda.
Ambition: To get a degree in veterinary technology.
Secret Ambition: To work at a zoo and to hug a giant panda.
Wow! Four years went by way too fast! I'm going to miss PV, my teachers, and most of all my bestest friends in the world.
Kara Marie Post

Nicknames: Petie, Postime.
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To be like Teresa from Real Housewives of New Jersey.
Friends, Family, PVTH <3 "Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead, where there is no path and leave a trail".

Best Performer

1st Place: Ryan Stacy & Melanie Hinkle
2nd Place: Nick Riccardi & Adriana DeLuca
3rd Place: John Nicoll, RJ Irvine & Amy Scherien

John Marcos Pratts

Nicknames: J.P., J-Pratts.
Ambition: To become a police officer.
Secret Ambition: ShopRite CEO of the ROC!

Giselle Prego

Nicknames: Gmoney.
Ambition: Never let life lose its charm.
Secret Ambition: Run New York. The clean slate we were given 4 years ago are now FILTHY but I have to say... it was all worth it. cheers to that PV xo

Alexander Queliz

Nicknames: AQ.
Ambition: To make Cash like Johnny and Banks.
Secret Ambition: To try to swerve without hitting the curb like Ashley.
Hope for the best. Expecting the worst. Life is a play. We're unheated. [MO, KL, AV, RJ, DC, DL, AD, JP] I Got Us.
Ambition: To become a successful entrepreneur.
Secret Ambition: To find the lost city of Atlantis. "Knowledge speaks, but wisdom listens." -Jimi Hendrix

Ambition: Become a great teacher or a professional dancer.

Nicknames: Greg, Gitch.
Ambition: Become a police officer.
Secret Ambition: To meet Victoria Secret.
Pv/sr. my boys. GL class of 2010. I love all of ya. peace. Trick!
Dana Katelyn Reynolds

Nicknames: D. Reynolds.
Ambition: To accomplish as many dare devil stunts as I can and to be happy.
Secret Ambition: To be a peace keeper in Third World countries.
Friends: <3 summer <3 
GFU SFU: “Whether you think you can or you can’t you’re right”
—Henry Ford
P/V/H: Family

Nicholas Riccardi

Nicknames: Nick Riccardi.
Ambition: To host my own television show on the Food Network.
Secret Ambition: To stop people from saying their secret ambition is to have a secret ambition. PV theater has become my 1st home, and I will never forget you guys. Good luck Class of 2010.

Alexandra Rivas

Nicknames: Alex, Alexi.
Ambition: Something in Psychology.
Secret Ambition: To work on Loressa’s plantation =)
Wanted To Thank My Family & Close Friends 4 Helping Me Get Through These 4 Years I Love You! Seniors! DAMTLH3K05 =<3

Arleen Diana Rivera

Nicknames: Anne, China.
Ambition: To be what I have always wanted to be, better than anyone!!
Secret Ambition: To form a famous music sensation called Toby!
Gummy my brothah my life lmao miss u baby, my ride or dies thras 4 neva lettn me down, 013107 A&B yadda?! TOBY ILY Lata!

Bethsaida Rivera

Nicknames: Lynn.
Ambition: To live a long, healthy life.
Secret Ambition: To marry Fabio Swface.
To be a champ you have to believe in yourself when nobody else will.

Abdul Rmih

Nicknames: 
Ambition: 
Secret Ambition: 

Chris Rodriguez

Daniel Rodriguez

Nicknames: Dan.
Ambition: A great journalist.

Most Artistic

1st Place: Matt DiBenedetto & Roxanne Bresnee
2nd Place: Marc DiGiamo & Amy Scheren
3rd Tyler Alexander, Chris Sivil, Dom Capone, & Michelle Cando

Kelvin Rodriguez

Nicknames: KELz.
Ambition: Be successful. Make that Green!
Secret Ambition: Become a professional model.

Kiara Rodriguez

Nicknames: Kua
Ambition: To work with children in need.
Secret Ambition: To be on Broadway.
These last 4 years have been amazing.
I will never forget them. Thank u Mommy Orlando.
Shout out to my big sis little brothers sisisters MT LH
AR DA LII LII all Without u my life wouldn’t be the same.

Julio Roman
Thomas Nicholas Romeo

Nicknames: T. Romeo, Little Bear.
Ambition: To become the best law enforcement officer.
Secret Ambition: To be a history teacher for middle school.
To my family thank u & ILY all & to my BFF SL CT MH AS parties were awesome FBALL&LAX CPT Montana ILY mybaby 4.20.08<3

Michael Ropas

Nicknames: Mike Ropas.
Ambition: To be a successful Pharmacist.
Secret Ambition: To learn how to drift.
I'll never forget all the memories I had at PV. Good luck and much success to the class of 2010!

Michael "Micky" Rosa

Nicknames: Mickaleen, Mickmasters.
Ambition: To be named the Sexiest Man Alive.
Secret Ambition: To someday make up my mind on who I should marry.
Thank you to my friends and family for giving me the best memories and greatest times during high school.

Vaughn Rosario

Danielle Rotio

Nicknames: Dani, D'Rodes.
Ambition: To be a cosmetologist.
Secret Ambition: To be a racecar driver.
SEASIDE WITH N8008 MY PUPPY GRACIE HANGING WITH FRIENDS AND HAVING THE TIME OF MY LIFE CHINESE FIRE DRILL.

Glenn Rousset
Noel Modesta Ruggiero

Nicknames: Princess.
Ambition: Be happy, plan and simple.
"Tis a far, far better thing doing stuff for other people." - Clueless

Ryan Saavedra

Nicknames: Ry, Saav.
Ambition: To live a great life.
Secret Ambition: To play the craziest show man can ever see.
"Life is too short so love the one you got/ because you might get run over or you might get shot."

Samantha Sadkin

Alexander Sagnella

Ambition: To become a process server or a civil engineer.
Secret Ambition: To be the catcher in the rye.

Ranem Saleh

Tyree Salley

Nicknames: Mini.
Ambition: To be successful and on top of the world.
Secret Ambition: To go back and do everything all over again, with more fun!
I LOVE ALL MY FRIENDS AND HOPE EVERYONE HAS AN AMAZING FUTURE! THE BEST CLASS AT P/10 SEE YOU IN TEN YEARS! [MR. RYAN LOL]
Debbie Sanes

Nicknames: Babi D, Lil D36
Ambition: To become an Ultra-Sound Technician.
Secret Ambition: To be a Sky's My Limit & better than you know.
St. Mary's, Class of '01

Sabrina Tiesha Santana

Nicknames: Brina, Bri.
Ambition: To become a famous hip hop dancer.
I give a shout out to my girl: Arleen, Toby, Gabby, Gummie, Yolanda. I just wanna say Good Luck Class of 2010 =)

Kyle John Santee

Nicknames: Sante, Pancho.
Ambition: To be successful and recognized in the field of medicine.
Secret Ambition: To solve a math problem that nobody knows the answer to.
Crazy how 4 yrs by... Best times w/ my boys PV Football-TY
Family: Friends: Never 4got Alexis...J.L.U! GL C/O 10th been real!

Joshua Santiago


Michael Saoud

Nicknames: Mky.
Ambition: To be a pharmacist in a hospital.
Secret Ambition: Play one on one with Kobe Bryant.

Michael Gabriel Sayad

Nicknames: Sayad, Phelps.
Ambition: To be a cardiologist and invent something life changing.
Secret Ambition: To swim faster than Michael Phelps.
I don't believe these 4 yrs of HS r over.
There r so many memories I want 4get.
GL 2 rly 4 NA NH C1 A8 GF
BTK BA JD KKC TC MF
Dana Marie Schaeffer

Nicknames: Schaeffer, Dana!!
Ambition: To become a famous new anchor or cook.
Secret Ambition: Invent a time machine and relive these years again. These years went so fast. I'll miss my great teachers, friends, and memories made here so much. Good times, good times.

Melody June Schamble

Nicknames: Mel, Mellez.
Ambition: To be an interventionist for people with addictions.
Secret Ambition: To be a makeup artist.
I can't believe we are graduating! I will miss PV & doing Peer Mentoring, clubs, & White Posters. Best of luck C/O '10

Amy Elizabeth Scheren

Ambition: To have a successful career in the fine or performing arts.
Secret Ambition: To play Pocahontas on Broadway.

Alexandra Schmidt

Nicknames: Alexa, Alexa baby!
Ambition: To become a Special Education Teacher.
Secret Ambition: To become a Jets Cheerleader.
I have had a lot of memories here at PV cheering, dancing, homecoming & clubs. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2010!!!

Joseph Schmitt

Nicknames: Schmitty, Casper.
Ambition: To do good in college.
Secret Ambition: Get a tan. I would like to thank all my teachers and friends for all the amazing years. Good luck class of 2010!

Kristin Lynn Schopperth

Nicknames: Koko, Kokozaan.
Ambition: To become a speech therapist and audiologist.
Secret Ambition: To be a drag racing champion.
To my family: Thank you JD/TAAL AA, VEL, KS The Best <3. Cheering lov Good Luck SENIORS! PIRATES =D Peace and Love
Caitlin Mariah Schwartz

Nicknames: Cathy.
Ambition: To become a math teacher or CPA and live a healthy, happy, and successful life.
Secret Ambition: To become an executive for the New York Yankees.
FROM THE BOTTOM OF MY HEART, THANKS TO MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE FOR ME!

Regina M. Scirica

Nicknames: Gee.
Ambition: To become successful in whatever I do.
The past four years at PV have been great. So many good times I will never forget! Taranee Antimi-my best<3 I Love you!!

Mevla Selman

Nicknames: Mev, Big M.
Ambition: Insurance broker
Aash Foyal Eurice Nat
Jess<3always Mom&Dad, I love you! Good times w/ friends you'll never forget!

Alexis Nicole Senatore

Nicknames: Lex.
Ambition: To be a successful teacher.
Secret Ambition: To be a Disney princess.
If u can imagine it u can achieve it if u can dream it u can become it
Mom Dad Nick Kyle thanks for your support PV10

Class Flirt

1st Place: Mike Ortiz & Chelsea Capo
2nd Place: Kenny DahDah & Kayla Kovacs
3rd Place: Dylan Lopez & Jessica Sisco

Irina Shakarashvili

Nicknames: Iro, Irene.
Ambition: To visit every country in the world, and to become a successful lawyer.
Secret Ambition: To be a NASCAR driver.
I CAN'T BELIEVE HOW FAST THESE 4 YEARS HAVE PASSED.
MANY MEMORIES WERE MADE WHICH WILL NEVER BE FORGOTTEN! SENIORS<3
Tala Shekarkhhand

Nicknames: Tala Bala.
Ambition: To live in Soho and draw all the time.
Secret Ambition: To be Mr. Sileo's best friend.
PEACE PV1

Stefanie Shellhamer

Nickname: Memz.
Ambition: To live a life i love.
Secret Ambition: To own Pacha.
i came, i saw, i conquered
<&3amily, MNaF4 ALWAYS.
my girl & guys, MDW° 120
WEBSTER, winter9808 :) 
señ0nI wedidntU:(

Jessica Sisco

Nicknames: Jess, Rubba.
Ambition: To become a perfumer.
Secret Ambition: To marry Micky Rosa and to send Jess Reilly for psychiatric help.
"There’s nothing you can do that can’t be done. Nothing you can sing, thats can’t be sung." Goodluck everyone!
Peace out PV

Christopher Sivik

Nicknames: Honda
Ambition: To help those with dyslexia succeed in life.
Secret Ambition: Become the best drummer.
Rock on! Don’t let anyone stop you in life from doing what you want to do!

Travis Skurat

Alexander James Slinger

Nicknames: Ski
Ambition: To attend a 4 year college and become a physical education major.
Secret Ambition: To find the crank. It’s been a crazy 4 years. Thanks to my parents teachers & friends for all the great times & memories - winning the first title in volleyball GREEN ARMY good luck class of 2010!
Patrick Julian Sliwowski
Nicknames: Kitten, Patty Cakes.
Ambition: Live life without regret.
Secret Ambition: To have my own tropical island in the pacific.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my family and friends for all the memories we shared over the years. "You're either first or last."

Stevyns Smith

Victoria Rose Smith
Nicknames: Tori, Tor.
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To own shoes and outfits like Mrs. Delammao.
Nicole<3 Briana<3 Friends<3 Family<3 Volleyball<3 SENIORS<3

Salvatore Sole
Ambition: Law enforcement officer.

Robert Sotelo
Nicknames: Rob.
Ambition: To be ridiculously successful.
Secret Ambition: To be more successful than you.
Thanks to my family and friends for these amazing four years.

Christopher F. Sowa
Ambition: To become a doctor. In the end it doesn't matter where you go only how you get there. Thanks for making it a good trip.
Brandon Spinella

Nicknames: Bspins, Brando.
Ambition: State Trooper or own a Business.
To my friends & family, thank u 4 everything. So many memories, football & wrestling. Seniors,
Peace.

Ryan Stacy

Nicknames: Stace, ROY.
Ambition: To be successful.
Secret Ambition: To become the best Demon...1258.
Good times with my friends...The Stage. My Family. Good luck class of 2010. "No Day But Today" gooo??

Megan Elizabeth Stanton

Ambition: To be a successful accessories designer and own a boutique with Laura.
Secret Ambition: To mean something.
Thanks to my family and friends for everything <3 I love you M.A.N. Good luck class of 2010!

Fabio Straface

Nicknames: Fab.
Ambition: To be wealthy & healthy.
Secret Ambition: To marry Lynn Rivera.

Nicholas Swangler

Nicknames: Nicky Swangs, Swag.
Ambition: To marry a hot girl with a rich father.
Secret Ambition: Not School Appropriate.
WOW GIRLSTVRS|BPV
CHILLINWITHMYBOYS|MJPRSKL
RUGRNYGRRLS|AAMCW
GOODTIMES|MDW|09|KKMBCSC
OTS 39|5R5|WRESTLING SENIORS
AND|PCEPV

High School Sweethearts

1st Place: Kyle Hanrahan & Adriana DeLuca
2nd Place: Thomas Romeo & Laura Marabondo
3rd Place: Kyle Santee & Alexis Senatore
Mark Sytsma

Ambition: Law enforcement.
Secret Ambition: To carry on the legacy of Bruce Willis.

Had a Great 4 years at PV shout out to RB, MC, KD, PS, AS, SS.

Lauren Szewczyk

Nicknames: Sev, Sevcheck.
Ambition: To make at least one person smile every day.
Secret Ambition: To own a bakery.
To my family thank you for always being there for me and when I was being a rebel, my friends thank you. We finally did it!

Jennifer Lee Tafro

Nicknames: Jenny, Jenmay.
Ambition: To be like Olivia on Law & Order: SVU.
Secret Ambition: To have a shoe collection like Mrs. Dellanno.
Dana<3 Alyssa<3 Marc<3 PVTH<3 friends<3 GRUSHU SENIORS
annnd peace.

Ryan R. Tappan

Nicknames: Tap.
Ambition: To be successful in life.
Secret Ambition: To gain weight.
I'm gonna miss all the adventures with Ladd,Spinner, MikeC, BB, AS, AD, LD, Habz, Sergio, JS, Eric, RJ, GL and all my CG friends.

Melissa Jessica Tedesco

Nicknames: Mel-Mel.
Ambition: To become a successful lawyer or math teacher.
Secret Ambition: To take over the WORLD.
Wouldn't have made it w/o my family & close friends. I love you.
LOVELIVELOVEPROCEED
PROGRESS<3 LH AR DA KR ES SENIORS!

Sara Nicole Tencza

Nicknames: Mimi.
Ambition: To be forever young.
Secret Ambition: To marry Micky Rosa.
Memories are a way of holding onto things you love, things you are, and things you never want to lose. mamabronz, daddy, meg & FRIENDS<3 i love you.
Corey Timmerman

Ambition: To be on ESPN as a sports caster.
Secret Ambition: To find the real Waldo.
Thank you to all my friends and family for everything.
M.O., SL, AS, TR, DL, DP. Live life to the fullest!

Marissa Marie Tingoli

Nicknames: Risa, Missy.
Ambition: To become a teacher.
Thank you for supporting me through the best years of my life: my slam-bang yrs.
CF, DM, AL, M.H.
Good luck seniors! PCE PV!

Edward Trefurt

Ambition: To gain wealth to give to the needy.
Secret Ambition: To compose a musical score for a Tarantino movie.
I LEARNED THAT PPL ARE MADE OF TIME mACHINES, WE TRAVel BACKWARDS THRU MEMORIES, FORWARDS THRU DREAMS.

Jonathan Turingan

Ambition: To become a world famous makeup artist & celebrity stylist.
Secret Ambition: Marry someone in a hairmetal band. It's time for bigger and better things. It's been a legit 4 years. It's been real PV!

Jason J. Udrija

Ambition: To be a police officer.
Secret Ambition: To go on a date with Ms. Luchako.
Thanks to all my friends and teachers for being there. It's been a great 4 years!

Victoria Umstead

Ambition: To become a world famous makeup artist & celebrity stylist.
Secret Ambition: Marry someone in a hairmetal band. It's time for bigger and better things. It's been a legit 4 years. It's been real PV!
Anthony Vainieri
Nicknames: Tony V.
Ambition: Stack paper.
Secret Ambition: To be rich.
Shout out to all ma dudes rippin at YOUNG MONEY. SOO WOO

Tanka Vasilev
Nicknames: Truck, Tonka Toys.
Ambition: To live life without regrets & to the fullest each day.
Secret Ambition: To become the next Judge Judy & many a mediator.
4 Crazy Yrs. Nr. 6 get Fresh yr.
Mom, Dadt, Gmab Gpa love u!
Think u for everything SENIORS!

Joseph S. Vasta
Nicknames: Vasta, Joe.
Ambition: To go to college, have a successful career & own a 2010 Camaro SS.
Secret Ambition: To live in & see what the world is like in the year 3000.
It's been a fun four years and I will miss it. Thanks everyone for the memories and good luck in the future.
PV 2010!

Anthony Vonoflorio
Nicknames: Tony, Tony3:00:41.
Ambition: To live on Upper Mountain Road.
Secret Ambition: Live in the castle at Walt Disney World.
"There is only one thing worse than being talked about, and that is not being talked about."
—Oscar Wilde

Maximilian Robert Wassel
Nicknames: Wuss, Bush Bro.
Ambition: To become a millionaire.
Secret Ambition: To become a great piano player.
MESA, B SPINS, DWEBB, MATT C, DOM, GOV, ANT, TOM, HARRY, JACK, NICK, BASH, BROS, LIFE, PVFB, PVBB, HORNETS, FAMILY, PCE
Daniel Thomas Webb

Nicknames: D Webb, Big D.
Ambition: To be a well-rounded and knowledgeable person in whatever I choose to study.
Secret Ambition: To be in a Snuggie commercial.
TS.MANCANE.BASHIBOS.BROMANCE.PRIVYIMEN.FGGS.ROCK.MILZ...MDUZ.MATTYCAKES.BSPINS.KRAUT.POHLMAN.VASTA.TROMES.MESA.CHEA.

Jaclyn Williams

Nicknames: Jackie, J Dubbs.
Ambition: Hopefully, I'll figure that out in college.
Secret Ambition: To be the Next Food Network Star.
Four years of high school have drained me of all energy but left me with friends and memories to last a lifetime.

Megan Donna Worrall

Nicknames: Mega.
Ambition: To be the fashion editor of Teen Vogue.
Secret Ambition: To make a cupcake out of ANYTHING. Thanks to all my family/friends I love you MomDadJD/Nicholas Running soccer weekends classes, fun times with fun people

Nataliya Yaremchuk

Nicknames: Zizi.
Ambition: To become an architect.
I am going to miss these 4 great years. Good Luck Class of 2010. A special thanks to my family and friends.

Timothy J. Yarrish

Ambition: Get into and graduate from military school & then serve in the military & achieve the highest rank possible.
Secret Ambition: Create “Always Sunny in Jersey” with Jack McHowsy.
MR.FCRSJR.RD.RSJL.JM.BS. NS WRESTLING BASEBALL TEAM IT’S BEEN FUN HOPE TO SEE ALL OF YOU IN THE FUTURE.

Peter Yazigi

Nicknames: Zigi, Pete
Ambition: To become an architect.
I am going to miss these 4 great years. Good Luck Class of 2010. A special thanks to my family and friends.
Teacher's Worst Nightmare

1st Place: Stevyns Smith & Amanda Garcia
2nd Place: Anthony DiSanti, Kayla Kovacs, & Chelsea Capo
3rd Place: John Pratts & Desirae Messier

Erik Zagra

Nicknames: Zagra.
Ambition: To be an accountant.
Secret Ambition: To get a piggy-back ride from Shaq.
"The world is like a diaper, let someone else change it."

Andrew David Zaleski

Nicknames: "Z."
Ambition: To Be A Successful Sports Agent.
Congrats to Everyone Great Times
JLDJMTYMWMJMRDW
Baseball10 THX Mom Dad Matt 4 Everything

Joseph Zambrano

Nicknames: Joe, Zambrano.
Ambition: To be an Actuary.
Thanks to my family and friends for everything. Good luck.

Lillian Zamlout

Kellie Ann Zarek

Nicknames: Kell.
Ambition: To be a famous interior designer on Trading Spaces.
Secret Ambition: Skip college and go to Italy with Nicole.
Best 4 yrs ever3 WhiteXVanity cheer 4 all NN thru everything BDB Mom & Dad3 PC out PV, It was fabulous...xoxo
Lester Antonio Zavala

Nicknames: Moe.
Ambition: To travel the world and meet interesting people.
Secret Ambition: To change the lives of many in some way. I will always remember the good times I've had with all my friends throughout these years.

Andrew Christopher Zucchi

Nicknames: Zucc.
Ambition: Wish to be a digital designer.
Secret Ambition: Would like to study sharks.

Kamal Snaif

Dany Denho
David Gauthier
Freddy Lopez
Darian Powers
Yolanda Rivera
Luis Rodriguez
Ashley Santisteban
Erika Schetlick
Derek Semeraro
Christian Serrano
Alexander Tobal
Anthony Zachares

Also Graduating...

Class Clown

1st Place: Anthony Monetti & Amanda Garcia
2nd Place: Mike Jarjoura & Steph Aristizabal
3rd Place: Micky Rosa, Anthony DiSanti & Sam Babilonia

Personality Plus

1st Place: Mike Jarjoura & Danielle Dellanno
2nd Place: Mark DePasquale & Gianna Botti
3rd Place: Pete Canavan & Katherine Kosich
Class Cutie

1st Place: Dylan Behlen, Danielle Dellanno & Leia Iannia
2nd Place: Micky Rosa, Steph Mizzone & Sara Tencza
3rd Place: Nick Hrehovcik, Peter Ayoub, Katie Cousins, Nina Costa, Jackie DeStefano & Kim Galbraith

Most Likely To Bring Home To Mom & Dad

1st Place: Dan Webb & Nina Costa
2nd Place: Chase Agapito & Jess Oldja
3rd Place: Matt Coiro, Kim Galbraith & Kelly Martens
Class of 2011

Class Advisor Ms. McNeill

Class Advisor Ms. Agosta

Student Senate
Elias Logothetis, Mary Salim, Alison Fischbach, Dominique Brown,
Recorder Alexis Arena, Treasurer Tiffany Ramirez, Haley Switlyk,
President Matthew Trotto
Not pictured: Michelle Mattioli, Corresponding Secretary Kimberly Vargas

Not pictured: Vice President: Synthia Kobaska, Historian: Daniela Gloor

Andrew Abate
Arkan Abbassi
Amanda Abene
Amany Abuassab
Ali Abuhaltam
Asad Abushamma

Maram Abushamma
Spyros Aggelidis
Rocio Aguilar
Mina Akyol
Brandon Algarin
Sarah Ali

Ibrahim Alkhalaf
Steven Alterisio
Christopher Alvarez
Joseph Anderson
Megan Anderson
Erin Ang
Danielle Coiro
Carlos Colon
Edwin Colone
Michele Contangelo
Melissa Coppa
Nelson Cordero

Alessio Corea
Jaclyn Corrado
Justin Corrado
Nicole Corrado
Mayra Cortez
Kevin Craner

Jessica Crammer
Jennifer Crapella
Edilson Crespo
Andrew Crisman
Anjelik Cruz
Kathryn Cruz

Noel Cruz
Jack Cryan
Sawyer Cusack
Jessica Daniele
Heather Davenport
Dominique DeFrancisi

Nabil Delarosa
Amanda DeLeon
Michael DelVecchio
Sara Dembek
Samantha DeMeo
Steven DePasquale

Michael Diamente
Nicholas DiCristina
Cody DiGangi
Marc DiPasquale
Kaltrina Divjaka
Denis Dobric

Amanda Domuracki
Chiara Donato
Michele Donato
Clarissa DosSantos
Jesse Dougherty
Joel Duarte
Emma Hoti
Jazmin Housset
Justin Huanca
James Hunt
Geeti Hussaini
Cara Iglody

Nazrin Islam
Anthony Jutchenko
Nicholas Juzdan
Adrian Kadzielawa
Colleen Kane
Adam Kansay

Karan Kharawala
Thomas Kingeter
Melissa Kipri
Synthia Koboska
Vladislav Konatar
Anila Korca

Karolina Kozdra
Blake Krapels
Kenneth Krattiger
John Krauthem
Sabrina LaBianca
Matthew LaCorte

Jonathan LaFontaine
Patrick Lapinski
Hannah Lavoy
Mark Leavy
Amy Leet
Luciana Leobino

Jess LeProtto
Corey LeQueux
Jessica Levetsanos
Machiej Libucha
Elias Logothetis
Angela Lombardi

Nichole Lombardi
Allison Longendyck
Matthew Longo
Andy Lopez
Anthony Lopez
Diego Lopez
Juan Lopez
Victoria Luciano
Domenick Luisi
James Lupo
Dylan Machuszek
Shawn Maguire

Michael Makino
Garrett Makouij
Rocco Maley
Torin Mallamaci
Garret Malmstone
Daniel Manche

Chelsea Mangione
Kelsey Mantilla
Samantha Marciano
Rafael Marques
Anthony Martinez
Brianna Martucci

Robert Mateja
Michelle Mattioli
Kassandra Mattoon
Christian Mayanga
Michelle McCormick
Corinne McDonald

Jordan McIvor
Anabel Mendoza
Raquanis Miller
Arinda Minarolli
Kenneth Mirasol
Omar Mobasher

Joseph Morabito
Tasnim Moraktan
Stephen Morley
Alexa Mosca
Julie Mossey
Courtney Mould

Tyler Mrocka
Jocelyn Muniz
Santiago Munoz
Zohra Mustamand
Jillian Najjar
Mariana Navarro
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Rachel Rivera
Christian Rizzo
Aaron Rodriguez
Cristian Rodriguez
Luis Rodriguez
Marialexan Rodriguez

Lindsey Romagnino
Alfredo Rosario
Mariah Ross
Judith Rousset
Dime Runtevski
Nicholas Rusignuolo

Anthony Russo
Elona Rustemliu
Jorida Rustemliu
Mohammad Saleem
Ismail Saleh
Mary Salim

Jose Santiago
Gianna Savittieri
Kevin Sayad
Blake Schreck
Ayse Selman
Phillip Sgobba

Fatima Shahin
Alyssa Shaplo
Eric Skyta
Samantha Slater
Blake Slicker
Nusrath Sohail

Drew Sous
Alec Stabile
Enrico Stampone
Haley Switlyk
Heather Tepe
Alexander Thomas

Casey Rose Tierney
Nicole Trommelen
Matthew Trotto
Anthony Tungrian
Jericho Turingan
Joseph Twan
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Class of 2012

Student Senate
Kristina Bronkowski, Peter Tanillo, Alyssa DeNora
Not Pictured: Board Member Ashley Thomas, Claudia Gomez, Danielle Yuppa

Class Advisor Ms. Baker
Class Advisor Mr. Colon

Treasurer: Lizzie Johnson
Not Pictured: President Briana Smith, Vice President: Frank DeLuca, Secretary: Kayla Rillo, Historian: Marta Saputo

Emily Abate
Fursan Abbassi
Luis Abuabara
Bilal Abukharma
Joseph Ack
Angelique Agapito

Asia Alexander
Mariah Almonte
Nilay Altun
Alexis Alvino
Joseph Amari
Kevin Amaro

Paul Amorosi
Nicholas Adriani
Wendy Anell
Wendy Apaza
Mary Ann Arbulo
Carly Arias
Domenic Haley
Shannon Hartwig
Melissa Hearney
Janice Hernandez
Christian Herrera
Christian Hermann

Alexandria Hilgemberg
Daniel Hilton
Rilind Hoti
Jazmin Housset
Catherine Ibrahim
Dine Ilievski

Rumni Islam
Tabhin Islam
Abdel Rahman Issa
Florangel Jackson
Da Shawn Jefferson
Elizabeth Johnson

Nicole Johnson
Patreeyaporn Jomphren
Lazar Kalezic
Angela Kaminski
Neal Kara
Grant Knoll

Michael Kobylarz
Jacob Kopf
Sara Kosch
Deborah Laguna
Heather Landa
Jocelyn Lee

Jamir Lennon
Kimberly Lewis
Nicolas Liberatore
Erica Liguori
Rosa Llanos
Edmond Loga

Kelly Lope
Carlos Lopez
Katherine Lopez
Joseph Lorusso
Alicia Lu
Shana Luckey- Posey

Kimerly Mabey
Ellen Madrid
Lawrence Malang
Angeline Manganiello
Anthony Mangione
Dashawn Manuel
Nicholas Pezzano
Dean Pezzino
Amanda Pezzutti
Alyssa Piedra
Dominic Pierri
Allyson Pinon

Brian Potoczkak
Zachery Power
Amanda Quintero
Melissa Radke
Brian Ramirez
Jasmine Ramirez

Mandvi Raval
Matthew Reda
Kayla Rillo
David Robinson
Pricilla Rodriguez
Cynthia Rogel

Milagros Rojas
Lewis Romano
Melissa Romeo
Crismary Rosario
Jeffrey Roth
Joseph Ruggiero

Steven Sadek
Michele Sadkin
Basil Saleh
Austin Salviano
Nicholas Sangastiano
Ashley Santiago

Marta Saputo
Karim Sarkis
Robert Scelzo
Kristen Schirmer
Jasmine Sconciafumo
Brian Sedeyn

Adam Seminerio
Abdullah Sen
Ryan Sessa
Sarah Sheikh
Matthew Shindle
Keith Skyta

Christopher Slinger
Briana Smith
Justin Smith
Nicole Smith
Thomas Smith
Jose Sol
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Class of 2013

Class Advisor Ms. Cid
Class Advisor Mr. Ryan

Student Senate
Randy Arsheed, Chris Juskin, Laila Hussaini, Jason Kiami
Not Pictured: Kaelyn Kallert

President: Matthew Patten, Treasurer: Melissa Dunn,
Vice President: Aaron Montanez, Historian: Manijeh Amiri
Not Pictured: Secretary: Alexa Tillie

Jokar Abylan
Layth Abdelgader
Joshua Abdi
Whitney Abreu
Angel Adorno
Mikey Aguello
Fernando Aguilar

Abdelrahman Ahmed
Noonan Ahmed
Matthew Alcala
Andre Alchamis
Dwa'a Alkhafif
Melissa Alvarez
Manijeh Amiri

Nelson Angulo
Kyle Antonacci
Luis Agura
Christopher Appio
Nicholas Armagno
Stefano Armendar
Jaylin Antoyo

Laberh Arsheed
Randy Arsheed
Catherine Aufrano
John Babilonia
Xavier Balontka
Michelle Balvin
Anthony Barilari

Dylan Belding
Carly Beidas
Lydia Beriscal
Ryan Bier
Daniel Birman
Adrianna Bliem
Julia Booth
Nicholas Morello
Christopher Morel
Peter Morico
Amanda Mousayed
Corey Mrolick
Jad Muluk
Dean Mugan
Daniel Murray
Giovanni Murro

Jenna Nadaparambil
Carly Nash
Brian Nazzaro
Christopher Nester
Jessica Neville
Cenk Neyer
Louis Nieves
John Note
Jene Novak

Brian Ob
Gianluca Orlando
Greg Orlando
Brandon Ortiz
Kayla Ortiz
Joseph Pagan
Jaciellie Palmsino
Donald Papagni
Enrique Park

Ada Pastore
Daren Patino
Roma Patrzea
Matthew Patten
Ashley Pazzino
Ashley Pena
Michelle Pepe
Nicole Pennino
Tamey Perez

Jake Pero
Connor Purzy
Christopher Perullo
Thanh Phan
Matthew Picazio
Antonio Pedrauza
Michelle POWow
Justine Pokora
Nicholas Prospero

Nicole Queliz
Karin Ramos
Joana Rattino
Sahil Raval
Alexandra Reda
Jonathan Reda
Andrew Reed
Cristian Reyes
Megan Reyes

Jennifer Reynolds
Castine Ribero
Angel Rivas
Christina Rivera
Antonio Rodolico
Alex Rodriguez
Facundo Rodriguez
Ramon Rodriguez
Rocio Rodriguez

Steven Rodriguez
Josef Roman
Amanda Roth
Nariman Salim
Daniel Sanchez
Jasin Sanchez
Pedro Sanchez
Cassandra Santiago
Liamma Shanble

Eric Schener
Erin Schlosser
Elizabeth Schonefeld
Gabriella Scordo
Oscar Seltman
Nicholas Senatore
Maia Serrano
Nicolamon Sewa
John Sevick
"Don't be scared or confused while walking to your classes in the first week or so in the beginning of school because you'll get used to it. Also, try harder on tests and school work because it's harder than you think."

Nisha Desai ('13)

"Whatever happens always do your work and try to pass all your tests and quizzes."

Amanda Garcia ('13)
"Hard work beats talent... Football

Captains: Matthew Coiro, Thomas Romeo, Daniel Webb, Domenick Coiro, Michael Governali

Seniors: Daniel Webb, Maximilian Wassel, Anthony Disanti, Kyle Santee, Brandon Spinella, Rahdeem Manuel, Justin Fisher, Steven Lees, Michael Governali, Domenick Coiro, Stephen Koch, Matthew Coiro, Daniel Mesa, Thomas Romeo, Emre Inal, Robert Moran

Mr. Cappello, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Cappello, Mr. Iachetta, Mr. Thornton, Mr. Varcadipane, Mr. DePascale
...when talent doesn't work hard."
Fall Cheerleading

Captains: Veronica Freitag, Katie Cousins & Danielle Dellanno

Coach: Mrs. Dellanno

Seniors: First Row-Leia Iannia, Jaclyn Destefano, Kristin Schopperth, Stephanie Mizzone
Second Row- Arielle Blanco, Alexandria Greco, Nicole Niland, Kellie Zarek
Third Row- Danielle Dellanno, Kaitlyn Cousins, Veronica Freitag

"PV, YOU KNOW!"
"It's ok...

Marching Band

Woodwind Captain: Gian Luciano, Percussion Captain: Chris Rizzo, Brass Captain: Erica Liguori, Guard Captain: Ashley Thomas, Drum Major: Taylor Eldridge.

Seniors: First Row: Chandini Patel, Katherine Kosich, Taylor Eldridge, Noel Ruggiero, Dana Schaeffer
Second Row: Chris Mahon, Matt DeBenadetto, Mike MacDonald, Steve Murphy, Gian Luciano

Coaching staff: Elizabeth Ann Landers, Jonathan Kruzel, Catherine DeLuccia, Michael DeLuccia

I'm with the band."
"Champions aren't made in the gyms. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them-

Gymnastics

Captains: Dominique Brown, Alexis Arena and Alison Fishbach

Managers: Amanda Roth, Amanda Garcia, Madeline Koterba, Jacalyn Fakhoury

Coaches: Corine Czepiel and Jenai Agosta
a desire, a dream, and a vision."
"Runners just do it - they run for the finish line even if someone else has reached it first."

CROSS COUNTRY

Captains: Sarah Williams, Marc DiGiaimo, Ricardo Cruz, Chase Agapito, Michael Vecchione

Seniors: Megan Womall, Marc DiGiaimo, Ricardo Cruz, Chase Agapito, Michael Vecchione
not photographed: DJ Pieri

Coaches: Mr. Kyle Daniw, Mr. Pat Keating, Mr. Joe Keating
"You can't just beat a team...." - Mia Hamm

Captains: Joanne & Janine Abyad

Seniors: Joanne Abyad, Christine Fallaha, Janine Abyad

Coaches: Mr. Bill Robertazzi & Ms. Lynn Trautz

"...you have to leave a lasting impression in their minds so they never want to see you again." - Mia Hamm
"For the game doesn't always go to the bigger faster man,"

Captains: Rachel DeVenio, Jami DeGrote, and Jenny Tafro

Seniors: Geraldine Asoluka, Rachel DeVenio, Ali DiLuccia, Michelle Barilari, Dana Reynolds, Jackie Williams, Catie Bukalo, Corryn Fojut, Jami DeGrote, Jenny Tafro, Kara Post, Samantha Dilkes
But the game sometimes goes to the man who thinks he can!"
"It's why we play the game,

BOYS

SOCCER

Captains: Joseph Vasta and Ryan Dunphy

Seniors: Peter Bruno, Daniel Friscia, Giancarlo Reda, Dominick Capone, Fabio Straface, Joseph Vasta, Nicholas Gencarelli, Ryan Dunphy, Lery D' Astollo, Anthony D' Astollo

Coaches: Mr. Salvatore and Mr. Couden
anything is possible, anything can happen, and we proved that."
"I am a member of a team. I rely on the team and sacrifice for it.

Girls Soccer

Captains: Nicole Juskin, Tatiana Gallego, Lauren Szewczyk

Seniors: Katerina Beebe, Nicole Juskin, Tatiana Gallego, Lauren Szewczyk, Crystal Chmielewski

Coaches: Ms. Berthold, Mr. Deeney, & Mr. O'Brien
because the team, not the individual is the ultimate champion."
Girls' Tennis

never tell anyone how good you are,

Captains: Audrey Delgado, Adriana Falisova, Synthia Koboska

Seniors: Reema Mahmood, Katherine Jaimes, Stephanie Domuracki, Ivana Kalezic

Coaches: Anthony Ottino, Kristen Casale

...let your game do the talking."
By polishing your bowling technique, you will have a chance to shine."
It's not whether you get knocked down -

Boys Basketball
it's whether you get back up.
"You can't put a limit on anything...

**Girls' Basketball**

Seniors - Jessica Reilly, Jami DeGrote, Lauren Szewczyk & Jessica Sisco.

Coaches - Marc Salvatore, Kathleen Berthold, & Michael Couden.

Varsity Girls (from top to bottom): DeAnna D'Amico, Erica Liguori, Isabel Ortega, Kristina Bronkowski, Liz DeVenio, Nicole Trommelen, Jasmine Sconciaturno, Danielle Coiro, Jessica Reilly, Lauren Szewczyk, Jami DeGrote, & Jessica Sisco.
"...the more you dream, the farther you get."
- Michael Phelps
"The gun goes off and everything changes,

In
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the world changes and nothing else really matters."

Mr. Tesoriero, Mr. Ottino, Mr. Johnson
"Wimps lift weights....

WINTER

CHEERING

....Cheerleaders lift people"
"Hockey players have fire in their hearts,

Ice Hockey

Seniors: Alex Sagnella, Billy Agures, Pat Sliwowski, Jeff Parany, Mark Sytsma, Kenny Dahdah, Sal Sole, Pat Abate

Assistant Captains: Alex Sagnella, Mark Sytsma, Kenny Dahdah, Sal Sole, Pat Sliwowski

Head Coach: Mike Sheehan
and ice in their veins."
Coaches: Joe Benvenuti, Brian Kapral, Mike Benvenuti

Captains: Rob Sotelo, Ryan Dunphy, Frank Crocco

Seniors: Tim Yarrish, Rob Sotelo, Frank Crocco, Brandon Spinella, Kevin Loaiza, Tom Romeo, Ryan Dunphy, Nick Swangler, Jack Mulrooney

"Winners in life don't always win..."
...they just don't give up"
Besides pride, loyalty, discipline, heart, and mind,

Captains: Katherine Kosich, Steven Murphy, Taylor Eldridge

Seniors: Katherine Kosich, Steven Murphy, Taylor Eldridge, Reema Arsheed, Matthew DeBenedetto, Ariel Martin, Megan Figueroa

Coaches: Timothy Donnelly, John Howard, Vincent Marotto

confidence is the key to all the locks.
"Forget your opponents; always play against par."
Spring Track

"Catch the person in front of you...

Seniors & Captains

Coaches: Mr. Thornton, Mr. Pescatore, Mrs. Grande, Mr. Johnson & Mr. Keating

...Stay in front of the person behind you. Beat the shadow next to you."
"You only live once..."

Boys Tennis

Captains

Coaches: Mr. Ottino and Ms. Luchejko

... but you get to serve twice"
"4 bases, 3 strikes, 2 teams, 1 winner...

Softball

2010

Seniors:
Jami DeGrote, Jessica Reilly

Coaches:
Christopher Canning, Erin McNeill

2010 Varsity Team
"...it's not just a game, it's a way of life."
"Never let the fear of striking out

BASEBALL

Seniors: Anthony Monetti, Chris Chytrak, Tim Yarrish, Andrew Zaneski, Max Wassel, Jason Mc Cluskey, Justin LaMarca, Travis Skurat

Coaches: Mr. Adams, Mr. Carcich, Mr. Mazzo, Mr. Pelosi, Mr. Fowler
keep you from playing the game."
"Champions keep playing ..."

**Girls Lacrosse**

Captains: Jaclyn Williams, Rae Ann Ebarita, Rachel DeVonio

Seniors: Jessica Oldja, Nisa Oncer, Catie Bukalo, Rachel DeVonio, Jaclyn Williams, Sam Dilkes, Rae Ann Ebarita (clockwise from top left).

Coaches: Kelly Morris, Ashley Bifulco, Lori Demsey (head).
Until they get it right."
"The more you sweat in practice,

Boys Lacrosse

Captains: Geeg Reda, Thomas Romeo, and Corey Timmerman

Seniors: Brian Mizeski, Taimur Ahmed, Tyler Burke, Billy Agures, Anthony Graziano, Michael Ropas, Pat Abate, John Rajski, Steve Lees, Nick Gencarelli, Geeg Reda, Thomas Romeo and Corey Timmerman

Coaches: Mr. Brian Kapral and Mr. Michael D'Amico
the less you bleed in battle."
Boys Volleyball

"Practice is the effort that makes winning..."

Seniors: Chris Johnson, Nick Hrehovcik (Captain), Larry D' Astolfo, Pete Yazigi, Alex Slinger, Alberto Batarseh, Jan Eriksson

Coach Deeney, Coach Moussab, Coach Robertazzi

possible."
"Best friends just won't"
A Day in the

G L E N N
F E L L M A N

"I'm disgusted with myself"

"This could work"

Step 1: No educational reading
"Goodbye old friend"

Step 2: Buy a fresh whip

Step 3: A tat...yikes

Step 4: Get a ballin' hat

Step 5: Learn how to impress the ladies

The final product

you are so legit, how did you do this

this is so AWESOME !!! is

Wow what happened to you?!?!!!
delete

If you are pure awesome
ago ' Delete

Write a comment...

Facebook approval...check
Life of...

Go around the bunny ear

Strike!

Here kitty kitty

It's off to work we go

Whipping up some breakfast

Five more minutes please

Wow this thing is loud

Maintaining my pearly whites

Sweet dreams
Academic Team

Adviser: Kathleen Menake

Amnesty International

Adviser: Kathleen Menake, President: Mariah Ross, Vice President: Jorida Rustemllin, Treasurer: Katrina Divjaka, Secretary: Elona Rustemllin, Historian: Peter Canavan, Public Relations: Joe Bavazzano

Animal Club

Adviser: Richeall Kennedy

Anime Club

Adviser: Darcy Hall, President: Jennifer Fergesen, Vice President: Donna Betsch, Secretary: Farih Choudhury

Art Club

Adviser: Corine Czepiel, President: Michelle Cando, Vice President: Chandni Patel, Secretary: Dana Schaeffer, Treasurer: Katie Anderson

Asian Club

Adviser: Mrs. Vasa, President: Erin Ang, Vice President: Jericho Turingan and Melissa Pascual, Secretary: Sarah Williams, Historian: RaeAnn Ebarita, Treasurer: Amanda Vuong
Advisers: Stephanie Weber and Carolyn Macchia, Audio Visual
President: Jess Oldja, Vice President: Joe Morabito, Treasurer:
Shawn Maguire, Secretary: Nicole Maroulis, TV Production-
President: Ryan Baker, Vice President: Dan Friscia, Treasurer:
Matt La Corte, Secretary: Mike Claudio

Cosmetology Club

Advisers: Lindita Kurtishi and Ennely Cid, President: Samary
Rodriguez, Vice President: Annie Koterba, Secretary: Kim
Vargas, Treasurer: Tiffany Piatt

Computer Club

Adviser: Anthony Meluso

Criminal Justice Club

Advisers: Scott Ryan and Jim Minella
Advisor: Ms. Atamian

Environmental Club

Advisor: Mr. Goodman, President: Taylor Eldridge, Vice President: Irene Shakarashvili, Treasurer: Mousa Zeidan, Secretary: Jennifer Fergesen

Future Business Leaders

Advisor: Mr. Ketcho, President: Irene Shakarashvili, Vice President: Mary Salim, Treasurer: Mariah Hager, Secretary: Kim Galbraith

Future Lawyers of America

Advisor: Mrs. Murray, President: Sarah Ali, Vice President: Chelsea Mangione, Recording Secretary: Zana Najjar, Treasurer: Matthew Lacorte

Advisor: Ms. Atamian, President: Melanie Hinkle, Vice President: Dan Manche, Secretary: Nicholas Riccardi, Treasurer: Nicholas Juzdan, Historian: Judith Rousset

Advisor: Dr. Pantano, President: Nick Hrehovic, Vice President: Taylor Eldridge, Treasurer: Bradford Wu, Secretary: Melissa Radke, Historian: Mousa Zeidan
Future Educators of America

Advisor: Dr. Iobst, President: Taylor Eldridge, Vice President: Tim Yarnish, Treasurer: Alexis Senatore, Secretary: Gina D’Astolfo, Publicity: Katherine Jaimes

Interact Club

Advisor: Ms. Wittes, President: Kristin Schopperth, Vice President: Synthia Koboska and Victoria Gonzalez, Treasurer: Eric Skyta and Jessica Levetsanos, Secretaries: Megan Eckrote and Karan Khawala, Historian: Daniela Gloor and Nicole Racanelli, Publicity: Joe Bavazzano

Girls Show

Advisor: Mrs. Dellanno, White Chief: Danielle Dellanno, Green Chief: Veronica Freitag, President: Jessica Oldja

Future Engineers Club

Advisor: Mr. Orshan, President: Arianit Agushi, Vice President: Glenn Fellman, Secretary/Treasurer: Hussein Zreik

Gamers Club

Advisor: Ms. Kennedy, President: Timothy Polizzi, Vice President: Kerwin Ortega, Treasurer: Christian Herrmann, Secretary: Fedele Gallo

National Art Honor Society

Advisor: Ms. Ingraham, President: Roxanne Bresnee, Vice President: Katerina Beebe, Treasurer: Jessica Sisco, Secretary: Chandni Patel, Historian: Michelle Cando
Adviser: Dr. Clinton, President: Gian Luciano, Vice President: Taylor Eldridge, Steering Committee: Peter Canavan, Victoria Gonzalez, Casey Gilfoil, Alex Diaz and Erica Liguori

Adviser: Ms. Morris, President: Amulia Chari, Vice President: Tiffany Platt, Treasurer: Anjelik Cruz, Secretary: Kimberly Vargas

Adviser: Ms. Marquis, President: Joe Twan

Adviser: Mrs. Vigilante, Council Members: Mike Vecchione, Sarah Sheikh and Mousa Zeidan, Secretary: Stephanie Domuracki

Adviser: Ms. Shue
PV Web Design

Adviser: Ms. Demsey, President: Harsh Lathia, Vice President: Peter Tantillo, Secretary: Chelsea Mangione

Minds in Motion

Adviser: Mrs. De Rosa

PV Teen Reading Advisory Council

Adviser: Mrs. Konzelmann, Co-Presidents: Monica Haberny and Megan Crosby, Secretary: Jess Cranmer

REBEL Club

Adviser: Ms. Ingraham

Science League

Adviser: Dr. Pantano, President: Daniela Gloor, Vice President: Edgar Nieves, Treasurer: Nicholas Fontanella, Secretary: Sara Dembek
Vocal Ensemble
Adviser: Mr. Frasche

Guitar Club
Adviser: Mr. Kuchinsky, President: Michael MacDonald, Vice President: Joe Zambrano, Treasurer: Ryan Saavedra, Secretary: Kerwin Ortega, Events Coordinator: John Nicoll

Pottery Club
Adviser: Mr. Meineke, President: Samantha Ferreira, Secretary: Clarissa DosSantos

Italian Honor Society
Adviser: Mrs. Papaleo, President: Dragana Bozinova, Vice President: Laura Marabondo, Secretary: Nina Costa, Treasurer: Aysenur Iscen, Historian: Veronica Reyes

Spanish Honor Society
Advisers: Ms. Cubillan and Mrs. Dolce
French Honor Society

Adviser: Mrs. Zeman

Model United Nations Club

Adviser: Mr. Kuchinsky, Co-Presidents: Matthew LaCorte and Colleen Kane, Vice President: Erik Barnes, Secretary: Stephanie Callelo, Treasurer: Joe Zabranio, Communications Coordinator: Albert Zicker, Webmaster: Albert Zicker

Ski Club

Adviser: Mr. Mazzo, Chaperones: Mr. A. Cappello, Ms. Agosta, Ms. Luchekko, Mr. F. Cappello

French Club

Adviser: Ms. Zeman, President: Katerina Beebe, Vice President: Katie Anderson, Treasurer: Taylor Eldridge, Secretary: Sarah Ali

Other Clubs at PV...

PV Honor Society
Gay-Straight Alliance
Varsity Club
National Honor Society

Math League
Sports Exchange Club
Thought Club
Varsity Club
Literary Club
Death of a Salesman
Winter Concert & Holiday Play
Girls Show 2010
"Girl Power"

Advisors: Ms. Agosta, Ms. Cid, Mrs. Dellanno, Ms. Kurtishi

President
Jessica Oldja

White Chief
Danielle Dellanno

Green Chief
Veronica Freitag
1000 tickets sold
210 minutes long
165 members
16 weeks of practice
1 show

Putting on an amazing show and aweing the crowd...

PRICELESS!
Girls' Show 2010
Then & Now
Then & Now
Top 10

Nicholas Fontanella

Success means having the courage, the determination and the will...

Alberto Batarseh

Matthew Coiro

Michael Vecchione
to become the person you believe you were meant to be.
Top10

Mike Vecchione

Jami DeGrote

Please note that this is in random order.

Nicholas Riccardi
Jess Oldja
Lauren Szewcyzk
Most Involved

It is based on activity points calculated in June 2009.
Siblings

Siblings by blood,
best friends by choice.
Has high school changed you?

**start**
Did you go to your middle school graduation dance?  
- no

Did you go to your senior prom?  
- no

Do you hang out with the same group of friends from freshman year?  
- no

Did you join clubs in high school?  
- yes

Has your favorite school subject changed?  
- yes

Do you maintain the same grades that you did in the beginning of high school?  
- no

Do you have the same goals that you did when you were a freshman?  
- yes

Has your clothing or hair style changed?  
- yes
I've had a lot of opportunities to try new things in high school, and that's why I've changed dramatically.

-Michael Vecchione

I guess that I really didn't change that much...yeah.

-Tony Vonoforio

I've never been afraid to be myself and that's not gonna change no matter where I go!

-Nick Riccardi
"Fashions fade, style is eternal." - Yves Saint Laurent

To Cut or Not to Cut

A big trend this year was for girls to chop off all their hair. Giselle Prego, however, chose to keep her long locks. After a traumatizing haircut in 2nd grade she hasn't had short hair since. She loves to run her fingers through her hair & will not be sporting a bob anytime soon. If you saw Petra Ayoub last year you would have seen hair that reached halfway down her back. Now it lays above her ears. Petra explained "I cut my hair because I just felt like I needed something new in my life. I was too attached to my hair and I just wanted it off."

spotlight accessories

Rings may be the most underrated piece of jewelry, but stores like Forever21 have made rings more popular with affordable, distinctive styles.

People wear bracelets like they are attached to their bodies. Homemade friendship bracelets, bangles, cuffs, and leather bracelets look great either piled on or worn alone.

What goes around

Some of this year's most popular looks drew inspiration from the fashions of up to fifty years ago. For girls, hippie styled clothing made a comeback this year in almost every way, shape, and form. Peace signs, tie-dye, and flowy frocks filled up both department stores and privately owned boutiques. Designers like Lucky Brand revived patchwork purses, crotched vests, peasant tops, and ethnic prints. For guys, however, a trend from the nineties was more popular. Plaid flannel button-down shirts became a staple in a lot of boys' closets. Stores like Urban Outfitters made the grunge movement of the nineties current and easily accessible for 2010.

Comes around
teacher trends

Mr. Francisco and Mr. Deeney bring the standard shirt and tie to a new level. A white collar, which compliments white pinstripes, pairs perfectly with a bold tie, and patterns are a fun way to add individuality to an otherwise stuffy outfit.

style of PV 2010

style: A quality of imagination and individuality expressed in one's actions and tastes

wakeupcall

Every morning it hits you like a sack of bricks. The question of “What should I wear today?” looms as you get out of bed, brush your teeth, and do your hair. You look in your closet, full of clothes, pull open your drawers, also full of clothes, and still can't make a decision. Time is running out, so you just throw on anything. This daily decision, although highly inconvenient on some days, allows students to express their individuality and personality. The proposition of uniforms offers the possibility to sleep an extra ten minutes, but it also deducts from the amount of uniqueness in our school.

Clothes are a means to express style. The cost and designer of clothes are irrelevant; clothes are a visual representation of someone's personality and style.

If the shoe fits...

Shoes have grown from sensible footwear to the focal point of an outfit. Wherever you look this year you are bound to find a girl wearing boots; tall, short, flat, and high heeled are all frequently worn styles. Guys can be seen wearing brightly colored sneakers made from unique materials such as patent leather or sleek monocolored kicks with features such as velcro straps.
FACULTY
Dear Members of the Class of 2010:

“Man’s mind once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original dimension.” ~Oliver Wendell Holmes

Passaic Valley Regional High School has been stretching young minds for 70 years and preparing its students for life’s experiences. The school is truly a microcosm of our society complete with challenges and opportunities to become valuable and productive citizens. PV alumni have been recognized for achieving success in the creative arts, education, medicine, law and in the corporate world.

Your generation has been exposed to many assessments that previous students have not had to experience. The high-stakes testing which has resulted in a true exit or graduation examination was never part of the equation for those who preceded you at Passaic Valley. This class has performed exceptionally well on these assessments in preparation for pursuing their education beyond the secondary level.

The greater majority of you have taken full advantage of the academic and co-curricular opportunities that were afforded you during your tenure at our school. In addition to your scholastic responsibilities, many of you were successful athletes, artists, dancers, musicians, singers, theatrical performers, cheerleaders, club participants and community volunteers. All of those experiences have added value to your four years and combined with your academic achievements have prepared you to succeed in the next chapter of your life.

On behalf of the Board of Education and Administration, I wish you the very best in all of your future efforts and remind you to maintain your Hornet Pride.

Respectfully,

Viktor J. Joganow, Ed.D.

Student Senate Representatives:
Ashley Thomas, Kimberly Galbraith, Veronica Barone

The Passaic Valley Board of Education: Standing 1st: Mr. Ray Reddin Jr., Mr. Joseph Appio, Mr. James Bellford Damiano, Mrs. Laura Van Winkle, Mrs. Joanne Gianduso, Mrs. Margaret Hasko, Mr. Richard Greco, Vice President Mr. Eugene Ridgeway. Seated 1st: Dr. Viktor Joganow, President Mr. Carlo Sopinella, Mr. Paul Gerber. Not pictured: Mr. John Evans
ADMINISTRATION

Matthew Conforth, MA
Director Educational Technology

Paul Gerber, BS
Business Administrator

Nick Sauter, MA
Assistant Principal/ Athletics and Activities/ Dept. Head Art, Music, Phys.Ed

Dave Settembre, MA
Assistant Principal/ Discipline

Maria Elena Perosi, MA
M. Ed/ Head of Guidance Services

Michael Paternoster, MA
Director of Special Services

Tim Platt
Supervisor of Building and Grounds
Amal Jarjoura
Secretary

William Johnson, BA
History

Brian Kapolio, BS
Physical Education

Richelle Kennedy, MA
Science

Kevin Ketcho, MA
Business

Kristen Klein, BS
Science

Linda Kentish, MA
Mathematics

Andrea LaPlaca, MA
Child Study Team

Claire Levash, MS
Language Arts

Jay Liotti, M. Ed
Technology

Nancy Konzelmann, M. Ed,
Language Arts

Scott Kuchinsky, BA
Language Arts

Linda Kentish, MA
Mathematics

Andrea LaPlaca, MA
Child Study Team

Claire Levash, MS
Language Arts

Jay Liotti, M. Ed
Technology

Daria Luchesko, BS
Science

Carolyn Macchia, BA
Technology

Arlene Marracco
Business Office

Vincent Marotto, MA
Special Education

Cathleen Marquis, M Ed
Physical Education

John Mazza, MA
Physical Education

Jacqueline McGinty
Principal's Office

Erin McNeill, BA
Special Education

Noah Meteske, BFA
Art

Anthony Metz, BA
Technology

Kathleen Menke, MA
History

Jonell Mazzone
Building and Grounds

Camelia Monzo, MA
World Language

Kelly Morris, MA, SAC
Student Assistant Counselor

Sandra Moussab
Child Study Team

Rosalinda Mulcahy, BA
Language Arts

Patricia Murray, MA
History

Michael O'Brien, BS
Language Arts
Thank you for all your years of hard work and dedication to Passaic Valley.

Your passion and enthusiasm never failed to shine through, and we appreciate everything you have done for this school.

No matter where life takes you now, PV will always be your home.

*These pages are based on retiree information as of 2/26/10.*
Thank you for always working with a smile and for being there when we needed help or guidance.

Your patience and cooperation was admirable and without you, our years of high school would be incomplete.

You have made a mark here at Passaic Valley, and you will never be forgotten.

*These pages are based on retiree information as of 2/26/10.*
Diagnosis: **Senioritis**

A crippling disease that strikes high school seniors.

How to prevent it:
Keep in mind that college acceptance letters can be revoked and you can be put on academic probation for low grades.

Symptoms include:
Laziness, overuse of sweatpants and sweatshirts, repeated absences, lack of studying, texting under the desk, coming in late to school, planning for MDW in September, daydreaming in class, and counting down the days until each weekend.

Cure:
High School Graduation
a.k.a. **FREEDOM**
Generations

Michelle Barilari
Mario Barilari
1981

Dylan Behlen
Diane Kwiatkowski
1977

Robert Booth
Amy Ross
1980

Ashley Brady
Nancy Howitt
1976

Catie Bukalo
George Bukalo
1977

Daniel Friscia
Leonard Friscia
1976

Nicholas Anthony Gencarelli
Ettore Gencarelli
1979

Megan Gorski
Barbara Harraka
1982

Alexa Manla
Gary Manla
1977
Generations

Mark De Pasquale
Mark De Pasquale
1982

Michele Mazza
1984

Andrew David Zaleski

Gary J. Zaleski
1977

Maureen Tczap
1981

Max Wassel

Rose Delle Cava
1983

Joseph Wassel
1980

Patsy Delle Cava
1955

Theresa Alesandrelli
1954
Letters From Home

Alexa Arrabito:
Dearest Alexa,
Today your life holds for you endless possibilities. You have built a solid foundation, and you have worked hard for it. Continue to do what is necessary to move forward one day at a time. Keep sight always of what is important in life. Make each day as satisfying and joyful as you can. Remember that you need only three ingredients for a happy life: a place to call home, persons to love, and always something to look forward to.
May your future be filled with much love and many, many blessings.
Thank you for being a beautiful grace in my life, a blessing I give thanks for every day.
Congratulations... I am so proud of you! I love you with all my heart.
Mimi

Michelle Barlari:
Congratulations on your graduation from P.V.
We are very proud of you. You’ve had a great four years and may you hold onto the memories forever. May you follow your dreams where ever they may take you.
We love you.
Mom and Dad.

Veronica Barone:
It’s hard to believe that our baby is old enough to go to college. For the past 17 years, you have demonstrated maturity, determination, and dedication in everything you have attempted and done. You have always set your goals high and we are so proud of all you have accomplished. You have worked hard for all your accomplishments, and have never let anything stand in your way no matter how much you took on. We know that with your determination and drive, you will continue to follow your dreams in everything you do. Stay focused on your goals and with your determination, you will continue to make not only us, but yourself very proud of all you do.
We love you and are so proud of the caring, loving, and devoted daughter and sister you are. You are a very special young lady who brings such joy and happiness to those around you. Our wish for you as you travel through life is to enjoy the journey and that your future is as rewarding and rich as you have made our lives. We love you always and forever. May God bless you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Amanda, and Mark.

Dylan W. Behlen:
Wasn’t it just yesterday you were giving us that Popeye smile of yours? Well, never stop smiling, Dylan. You are blessed and will continue to grow into a special person. Life is full of wonderful opportunities and we look forward to seeing how it unfolds for you. No matter where life takes you, we will love you forever and be there for you. Love, Mom and Dad

Gianna Botti:
"A thing of beauty is a joy forever" because "Love is the fountain of youth and eternity." I am so proud of what you have accomplished and who you have become. You are everything I wished I could be. Always remember: If you get the chance to sit it out or dance, DANCE.
Love, Mom.

Catherine Bukalo:
Dear Catie,
It seems like yesterday, when you went off to Magic Years, kindergarten, middle school and to sleep away camp at Oselia. Each time, we held your hand and when you let go, you smiled and were always ready to take on the new adventure in your life. You always enjoyed each and every adventure with confidence!
Reach for the stars and set your goals high! We know you’re capable of achieving great things and making a difference in the world. It seems like only yesterday when we saw your first baby steps. Now, we are witness to another first, graduating high school and going off to college.
From a cute, curly haired little girl, you’ve turned into a beautiful, confident young woman that we are very proud of. Always know that whatever you do, we will always be your biggest fans and will always be there for you with our arms open wide to congratulate or comfort you.
We helped you start the foundation for your life, now it’s up to you to build on it. We love you very much and are very proud of you!
Congratulations Angel Girl!
All our love,
Tato & Mama

Peter Canavan:
Words cannot express how much we love and cherish the wonderful young man you have become.

You have exceeded our dreams in so many ways-
As a scholar, athlete, and musician. As a caring friend, respected student, and faith-filled young adult. As a leader in your own right. So many happy memories come to mind as we watch you begin the next part of your journey.
Our Lord’s blessings be upon you!
Congratulations With Love from your Family, Dad, Mom and Edvie Marie

Frank S. Crocco:
"Our Baby Boy" The years have gone so quickly and you have grown into a handsome and confident man.
The time has come for your graduation, and we want you to know that we are proud of all your accomplishments and the things that you have overcome. We will cherish the memories of exciting football games and incredible wrestling matches.
You are a great son and we are thankful to call you ours. Always BELIEVE in yourself. We have faith that you will succeed in obtaining your visions and goals. Remember that we are here for you and will support you in all you do, and our love is endless.
We love you very much;
Mom & Dad

Jami DeGrote:
Dear Jami,
Congratulations! You have worked so hard these past four years, as always. You should be so proud of yourself and all your accomplishments. Maintaining your GPA while playing three sports every year is pretty amazing! When things got tough, you always found a way to get the job done. That shows a level of maturity and independence that deserves recognition. We may not tell you enough, but always know what we are so proud of the young lady that you’ve become. We are always here to listen and give you support. We know that you will continue to do great things in college and later in life. You are a great example for your brother. Keep up the good work and always be true to yourself. Enjoy this summer; a new chapter in your life is just beginning!
All our love,
Mom and Dad

Danielle Dellanno:
Like Princess Aurora, you were blessed with many gifts at your birth.
Out sweet little girl brought peace, tranquility, and fun to our family, and your gentle spirit and easy smile made everyone fall in love with you.

You developed your talents as a student and an athlete, and most importantly, you grew to become a wonderful human being. You became a leader, a role model, and a friend to all. We admire your humility, your warm, generous personality, your vivaciousness, your honesty, your self respect, and your respect for others.

We love the way you see the world. You lead; you do not follow. You search for the goodness in others; you do not focus on negativity. You motivate, encourage, and inspire others to be their best. You extend your hand to those in need. You do not base judgments on superficiality. You laugh and you love.

Danielle, we pray that the world that awaits you embraces our beautiful girl and that you share your goodness always. We love you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Adriana DeLuca:
To My Amazing Niece Adriana:
Congratulations Age!!! I truly have no idea where all the years have gone & that college is just around the corner. I’m proud of the inspiring, talented, good hearted woman you have grown to be and always continue to be my shining star. Best of luck in college! Hope you have the best memories to take with you & that all your dreams come true.
Love You Always, Zizi Silvia

To our beautiful Adriana, Congratulations on all your hard work and accomplishments during your 4 years at PV. We are so proud! We are the luckiest parents to be blessed with a daughter like you. Words cannot express the joy you have brought into our lives since the day you were born. May your journey through life be filled with love, success, luck, and happiness. We are always here for you. We love you- Mom, Dad, Michelle, and Marchella

Jaclyn DeStefano:
Dear Jaclyn,
We are so proud of the beautiful young woman you have become. You have such a wonderful talent and we know that you will succeed in life with all that you do.

Always continue to follow your dreams, stay true to your heart, & never lose your determination. Believe in yourself. We wish you a lifetime filled with good health, happiness, love and success.

With Love Always,
Mom, Dad, & Jason

Samantha-Jo Dilkes:
Dear Samantha-Jo,
We watched you grow up so fast where did the time go? You are about to start a new chapter in your life. We will always be there for every step you take. You are amazing when you make goals for yourself you always achieve them. We are so proud of you!! We love you so much.
"Shoot for the moon and even if you miss you’ll land among the stars."
Love,
Mom, Dad & Jessica

Kimberly Galbraith:
Kim:
There is nothing like a dream to create the future. Although you graduate from school today, your education continues for life. You are already on a path to a great future. We are so proud of what you have achieved in your young life. With your positive outlook on life, happiness surrounds you. It seems like just yesterday, you were taking your first steps. Continue taking these steps, and you will achieve success. You are growing into a beautiful young gifted woman that makes us all so confident of your future. Your hard work and determination will achieve whatever goals you set for yourself. We all love you so much!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Jessica

Alexandria Greco:
Dear Alex,
We are very proud of you! We love you very much!
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Chris

Nicholas Gencarelli:
Dear Nicholas-
We cannot believe your 4 years in high school are coming to an end.

Grandma and I are so proud of the young man you have become. Poppy would be so proud of you. We wish you much happiness, success and good health. We know whatever direction you travel and whatever path you choose success will be sure to follow! Always remember all the lessons learned. And what’s important in life. "la famiglia”. Life was not meant to be as hard as we sometimes make it... so make good choices and enjoy the ride! The world is at your feet! God Bless you Neko!

Love Always,
Love Always,
Aunt Laurie and Grandma

Mariah Lynn Hager:
Mariah we are very proud of you and wish you nothing but good Health and a great future ahead. We love you so much.
Love Mom, Dad, and Troy

Kyle Hanahan:
You are like a son to us, and we wanted you to know how proud we are of all your accomplishments these past 4 years. Be true to yourself and follow your heart. May your future be filled with happiness and good fortune. You deserve it!
All our Love,
Joe and Anna Marie

Katherine Kosich:
Congratulations to our favorite granddaughter, Katya. May life bring you great happiness in everything you do. Babee & Dede


To Katie, the most thoughtful and wonderful niece anyone could be blessed with. Best wishes as you continue to blossom in your future personal, school, social, professional and family life. Love, Aunt Val, Uncle Rick and Bobby

Dearest Katya. Congratulations to you on graduating from high school. We are extremely proud of the young woman you have become. Love, your Godparents Aunt Sasha, Uncle Yuri and Georgie.
Letters From Home

Annie Koterba:
Dear Annie,
We have watched you grow from an inquisitive little girl into an outgoing young woman in the blink of an eye. You will always be our shining star and continue to amaze us. We wish you happiness in all you choose to do. High school graduation is only the beginning: make the most of it and embrace all life has to offer!
We love you.
Mom & Dad

Amanda Lewis:
We cannot express how proud we are of you. You have always been a great student. I know Daddy is looking down at you saying "that's my honeygirl, I'm so proud of her." Good luck in college and we love you.
Mom, Paul, and Jen

Alexa Marla:
Dear Alexa,
We are so proud of you, being your parent has been one of the greatest gifts of our lives. You have an amazing life ahead of you and will continue to learn along the way. May your journey always be filled with love and happiness. May you follow your dreams today and always...
with much love,
Mom & Dad

Laura Marabondo:
Dear Laura,
Congrats & Happy Graduation to our youngest - we cannot believe how fast the time went! You've come from a quiet little girl to a beautiful and intelligent young woman who is focused & determined with her sights set on a great future. Your creativity & artistic talents amaze us - just remember, we want one of those "LB" originals first someday!
Through the years, you've had your share of challenges and disappointments, yet a great amount of happiness, too. You have proven that you can handle just about ANYTHING thrown in your direction! You truly believe that things happen for reasons & no matter the outcome, you always find the love in it all.
You have the ability to look past the negatives and make the most out of the situation.
May you always be fulfilled by what you do & always see the good in the people who come into your life, but most of all... have confidence in yourself! You are a caring and sensitive individual & we are so proud to be your parents! For a kid who had too much fun being little & who didn't want to grow up... you've done a great job. We've loved being with you all along the way and wish you success & happiness in all you do.

LOVE YA (BC) - Mom & Dad xoxoxo

Jillian Menendez:
We are so proud of you. You have grown into a wonderful young lady. Don't ever change. We wish you the best life has to offer you. We love you so much, Love Mommy, Daddy, Denise, Joey, & Jake

Christopher Moherek:
Since the day you were born you have brought so much love and happiness to our lives. We are so proud of the person you are. We'll always be here to love and support you. Love,
Mom & Dad

Nicole Nland:
To Our Nicole,
We can't believe that you are a senior in high school already. We are so proud of what you have become, smart, beautiful, strong willed, and full of life, also your perfect smile. "Remember today, for it is the beginning of always. Today marks the start of a brave new future filled with all your dreams can hold. Think truly to the future and make those dreams come true." No matter where your journey of life brings you we will always support you. We wish you a future filled with excitement, success, love and happiness.
HUGS AND KISSES LOVE,
Mom, Dad, Stephanie, Michelle, Murray and Mollie XOXOXOXOXOXOXO!

Jeffrey Parany:
Deon Jeff,
It is so hard to believe you are graduating from highschool. The years went by so quickly. We have watched you grow into a mature young man and are so proud of you. Your determination and focus on your academics the last few years has impressed us. Always remember you can do anything you set your mind to with your determination and focus. Never lose sight of that. We love you. Mom, Dad, Chris, & Kevin.

Jessica Pascalli:
I am so proud of you!! You have grown into a great person. I love you. Keep smiling.
Mom

Ashley Pires:
Congratulations Ashley AKA BooBee on all your hard work in the last 4 years of High School. You're the very best daughter, granddaughter, and niece anybody could ever ask for. Love from the whole Pires Family.

Kara Post:
To our beautiful daughter, Kara:
You have grown from that sweet baby girl to a wonderful, intelligent young woman and I am so proud of you. We've been through so much together and you've always beaten the odds through your strength and perseverance proving that there's nothing that you can't do. You are an amazingly talented young lady and I wish you all the very best of what life has to offer you.
All our love always,
Mom and Dad

David Prater:
Congratulations David. You are on your way to a bright future. May you succeed in all your endeavors. We love you and will always be there for you. "Be the best that you can be".
Love,
Mom, Dina Marie, Aunt Jean, Your Godparents, Aunts, Uncles and Cousins

Jessica Reilly:
Dear Jessica,
It seems like yesterday we were bringing you home for the first time. Life could never be sweeter than having you for our daughter. Your warm heart, kindness, smile and full spirited personality make us all love you more. You make us all laugh and bring so much excitement to our family. We never know what you're going to do or say that's why you're so special. You always work so hard in school, sports and life to succeed.We are extremely proud of you and all that you have accomplished. Cherish every moment of your life because it goes by so quickly. Remember you are now and will always be a very important part of our life. Follow your dreams and you will have much success in any road you follow. We love you with all of our hearts. Our Little Pookie!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michelle & Katelyn
Letters From Home

Dana Reynolds:
Congratulations Dana, we can’t believe you are graduating from High School. It seems like yesterday when we said goodbye on your first day of kindergarten. We are so proud of you. Live your life and be happy.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Alexandra Schmidt:
We can’t believe how quickly your high school years have past. We are so proud of the mature, responsible young lady you have become. We wish you the best of luck as you work toward your goal as a special Education teacher.

With all our love,
Dad, Mom, & Mark John

Kristin Schopperth:
We are so very proud of you. You’ve become a remarkable young woman, beautiful on the inside as well as the outside. Your compassion for others less fortunate than yourself and your humor never cease to amaze us. Never give up on your dreams and always be true to yourself. We wish you much success, many blessings, and happiness always in life.

All our love,
Mom, Dad, and Courtney

Alexis Senatore:
Dear Alexis,
We can’t believe you are graduating high school. You have grown into a remarkable person. We want to wish you luck in your future endeavors as you enter into college. We are so proud of you and know we are always here for you.

We love you.
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Christopher Sivilk:
Christopher it feels like only yesterday you were playing with your little cars and watching Thomas the Tank Engine and here you are today getting ready to go to college. Chris you have made us so proud to be your parents. We can’t believe how far you have come with so many ear problems in the past. You did it! Everything you said you were going to accomplish you did. Always be humble. Never stop reaching for your dreams.

Always try your best, do you’re best and you will become the best. The best teacher, best drummer, best bowler and the best son. We love you with all our hearts... Love Mom and Dad

Megan Stanton:
Dear Megan,
It’s hard to believe our cute little girl is now a beautiful young woman. It happened so fast. We know the combination of your intelligence, creativity, compassion and strength will open up the world for you. We wish you luck in all your endeavors.

Love you,
Mommy, Daddy, Jarrid and Brian

Melissa Tedesco:
Melissa,
Ever since you were born, you have brought so much joy into our lives. You have made us so proud with all of your achievements, and seeing five young woman that you have become.

Congratulations!
We love you so much,
Mom and Dad

Melissa,
We have been looking forward to this for the past 18 years. Best wishes in all of your future endeavors. Congratulations!

Love,
Grandma and Grandpa

Sara Tencza:
Our amazing daughter Sara. We are very proud of your accomplishments and the young lady that you have become. As you begin a new journey of your life, always remember you have a special place in our hearts and can look to us to support you in all of your dreams. We wish the best for you in your future endeavors and know you have the determination to succeed. Your smile and laughter brightens up our days. Our love forever, Mom, Dad, & Megan XO

Marissa Marie Tingoli:
How do I tell my wonderful daughter just how much she means to me. There are no words to describe how proud I am of you, today your graduation day and every day. I am wishing you...Success as you reach for your dreams. Dream from your heart, you cannot go wrong.

Believe in yourself every step of the way - and remember I will be there for you always.
As you venture into this world on your own, and start making your own decisions in life, all the things you have learned through the years will become your guidance for yourself and knowledge to teach others.
I wish for you only the best that life has to bring.
I love you dearly. Congratulations to my loving daughter!

Mom

You did it! I am very happy and excited for you. You are so smart and intelligent. I am hoping that I helped you during these years of high school and also made them special. I am going to try my best to help you in the years ahead and help you get through any obstacle you face. You know I like to push you for the better and its because you are capable of it. You are always going to have me when you need me, and I am going to help you reach any goal.

Congratulations Marissa, I love you and you are amazing.

Byran

I have watched you grow from a little girl into a beautiful woman. I love you like a daughter, and have enjoyed sharing your journey. So many memories. I remember helping Mom, who worked so hard to give you everything. I played soccer mom, did cheerleading, girls show, and even taxi mom to and from the mall. Each time a new experience. Thank you for letting me share in some of the most important times of your life. I am so proud of you and the young woman that you have become. Whatever your goals are in life, I know you will succeed. Reach for the stars sweetheart! I love you so much.

Congratulations on your Graduation. All my love, Aunt Donna

Congratulations and Good Luck! As you begin the next adventure in your life, remember that anything is possible. Every morning look in the mirror and see what I see... A bright, intelligent, fun-loving, awesome person who can do anything. And remember rule #1,998, 765, 301... Find fun in life no matter where your journey takes you. Love you bunches.

XOXO Aunt Cheryle

Nicholas Anthony Warnet:
We all wish you the best of luck in all you do! Whatever you decide to do in the future just know that whatever it is we want you to be
happy!! Congratulations!!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chris, Mike, & Donald

Jaclyn Williams:
Congratulations Jaclyn, not a day has passed that I have not been proud of you. You have worked hard on your studies and have had some fun while at PV and I am confident that you will do well in the future. I have enjoyed the years of field hockey and lacrosse but have been impressed with the way you balance it with your demanding workload- The next four years will be a breeze for you- love always
Dad

Dear Jaclyn,
I cannot begin to tell you how proud I am of you! You were selected for the PV and Italian Honor Societies while playing varsity Field Hockey and Lacrosse. You were involved in Heroes and Cool Kids and achieved the Superintendents' List every marking period. You constantly challenged yourself academically, even over my advice. You proved you could do it. Over the last 4 years you have blossomed into a beautiful, intelligent, mature, thoughtful, caring young woman. You always had my love. You earned my respect. Congratulations on a job well done. I know you will succeed in college and whatever career path you choose.
Love Always Mom

Megan D. Corrall:
Dear Megan,
Congratulations on all your accomplishments in your great four years at Passaic Valley High School. You have grown into a beautiful young lady. Stay focused. Follow your dreams. We love you!
Love, your Mom and Dad

Andrew D. Zaleski:
We have watched you grow up into a wonderful, loving, genuine, and kind young man, and you have given us such wonderful memories throughout your high school years. We are so proud of you. We wish you much happiness in college and know that you will succeed in the years ahead. Please know that we love you from the bottom of our hearts.
Mom and Dad

Matthew DiBenedetto:
Matty, if I could gather up all the smiles, laughs, memories, and pride that you have brought to me through the years and give them back to you to feel I would. Maybe that way you would understand just what it means to have a wonderful son like you. I celebrate you and I love you.
Mommy

Alexa Arribito:
Alexa, The years have just flown by. Since the day you were born you have brought such happiness to our lives. It seems like yesterday that you started pre-school and now you are graduating high school. You have grown into such a beautiful, smart, responsible, loving young lady. We are so very proud of you. You make such a wonderful example for your sister and brothers. Our dream for you is happiness in all you do and a bright shining future. We love you with all our hearts! Congratulations and all our love... Mommy, Daddy, Frankie, Juliana & Nicky

Frank S. Crocco, Frankie-the world is now yours for the taking, don't hold back! I love you - Jessica
Frank S. Crocco, Congrats & Good Job Frankie! I'm so proud of UI <3 - Gabriella Crocco
Megan Crosby, Congratulations! You did it. Love you. -Mom
Adriana DeLuca, Congrats Big sis! We Love you so much! - Michelle and Marchella
Adriana DeLuca, Good Luck and God Bless You! We are so proud of you. - Nana and Grandpa
Kyle Hannahan, Way to go! You did it! Love ya - Michelle and Marchella
Dana Schaeffer, Congratulations and good luck to your future accomplishments. - Mom
Dana Schaeffer, Wishing you much success, may you always reach your highest goals. - Dad
Alexis Senatore, Good Luck! Follow your dreams. -Nick
Burgos Pharmacy congratulates the class of 2010!
Congratulations to the Class of 2010 from Hair Say.
We Are Here When You Need Us!

Remote Support Services

1. Printer Help
2. PC Tune-up
3. Software Install and Setup
4. Add a device to Existing Network
5. Wireless Network / Internet Security
6. Email Troubleshooting
7. Virus & Spyware Removal

Remote Support Services are SAFE, SECURE, and SAVE MONEY. CALL NOW AND GET YOUR COMPUTER RUNNING SMOOTHLY.

Computer Restoration Services

This service saves you money and it normally will get you 2 to 3 years more life from any computer.

Computer systems are generally restored in 24 Hours.
Congratulations to
Stephanie Domuracki
Best Wishes for Continued Success
Love, Aunt Stephanie and Uncle George

***************

Congratulations to:
Gianna Botti  Noel Ruggiero
Mike MacDonald  Kara Post
Dina Abukharma
CARVEL CLASS OF "2010!"

Carvel
Ice Cream
Dessert
SHOPPE
1045 Mc Bride Ave.
West Paterson
NJ 07424
(973) 256-3701
Kamp Kanine
Luxurious Pet Care in Little Falls, New Jersey

973-837-6630 ON-SITE 24-hour care
973-837-6631 fax 7 days a week
www.kampkanine.com 365 days a year!
51 Sindle Avenue It's Simple we love Dogs!
Little Falls, NJ 07424

MAST congratulates the Passaic Valley High School Graduates and wishes you a bright future

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
provides timely sustainable & flexible solutions with unsurpassed quality, pride and integrity
Congratulations!
Stephanie Domuracki
We are Proud of You!
Best Wishes & Love
Mom, Dad, Amanda,
Nellie & Holly

CONGRATULATES THE
CLASS of 2010!
Wishing you all the best in your future endeavors!
Tel: (973) 519-0453

F. ARENA WELDING CO.
Full Shop Facilities, Portable Welding Service
P.O. Box 673
Totowa, NJ 07511

FELIX M. ARENA

Congratulations Class of 2010
Hendela System Consultants, Inc.
Build profits from your website
WWW.HENDELA.COM
SEO/ Websites/
e-Commerce/ Training
Little Falls, NJ 973-890-0324
Since 1988

973-256-8592
FAX 973-256-2899

Venus Creations
FINE JEWELRY
RICK POST
100 MAIN ST., LITTLE FALLS, N.J. 07424
venus.creations@verizon.net

Congratulations to Kara Post and the Class of 2010!

Happy Nails & Spa
(973) 785-4060
1810 Rt 46 West
WEST PATERSO
Located Next to Party City / Behind Pizza Hut

Mianline PIZZERIA
8 East Main Street Little Falls
Phone: 973-256-3976
Fax: 973-256-8466

Jim Buono

BUONO'S
Prime Meats & Deli
Italian Specialties • Renowned For Homemade Sausage
Catering For All Occasions
973-256-1477
Fax: 973-256-9211
470 Main Street, Little Falls, N.J. 07424
Hours: Mon-Sat 8am-5pm • Sun 8am-1:30pm • Closed Wed.

Art Classes

PENCILWORKS STUDIO
Drawings By Jerry Winick
WE FRAME DIPLOMAS
96 Main Street
Little Falls, NJ 07424
973.812.4448
www.1Pencil.com

Framing

Totowa Auto Parts
Member of General Parts Group, LLC
93 Union Boulevard
Totowa, NJ 07512
PHONE: (973) 790-1880
FAX: (973) 790-3150
Monday – Friday 7:30am—6:00pm
Saturday 8:00am—3:00pm

- pronto AUTO PARTS

General Parts Group

973.812.4448
www.1Pencil.com
Congratulations
Class of 2010!

(973) 278-9494

IGGY'S AUTO SERVICE
FOR ALL YOUR AUTO NEEDS

MARK ABENE
Manager

582 McBride Avenue
(Corner of Willow Way)
West Paterson, New Jersey 07424
Our Dearest Adriana,

Where has all the time gone? It feels like just yesterday that you were born, a beautiful, green-eyed baby girl. "Our first daughter." Now you are graduating high school and beginning another chapter of life. We are so blessed to have you in our lives. You have grown up to be such a loving, compassionate, caring, and strong young woman. We are so proud. You always give everything your all! This is why we are sure you will succeed in life and be an inspiration to others. You have been a wonderful role model, especially to your younger sisters. We can't thank you enough for that. You have made our job easier. Follow your heart and never settle for less. Set your goals high, and strive to reach them. And may all your dreams become reality. May God guide you, keep you safe, and bless you with good health. We hope that your life will be filled with happiness and good fortune and you achieve whatever your heart desires.

"LAUGH WITH ALL YOUR HEART
DANCE LIKE NO ONE IS WATCHING
CHERISH EVERY MOMENT!"

We Love you and are always here for you, Mom, Dad, Michelle & Marchella

Good Luck Class of 2010
Megan Gorski

Megan,

You have so many wonderful qualities that there are too many to list. We are so proud of the beautiful young woman you have become both inside and out. Soon you will set out on a journey that will begin your future. Continue to be wise in the choices you make and happiness will always be yours!

With all our love always,
Mom & Dad

Megan,

Congratulations on your Graduation! Always remain the wonderful girl you are and success will fill your future!

Love,
Nana & Papa

To My Granddaughter Megan,

Congratulations on your Graduation! Keep in mind that your future will be determined by what you accomplish the next 4 years in college. Be smart, work hard, and your life will be filled with happiness.

Love Always,
Gaddow

Congratulations to My Niece Megan!

As you move on to the next stage of your life, I want to wish you the best of luck, good health, happiness and most of all success in everything you do!

Love always,
Uncle Joe

Congratulations to Our Great-Niece Megan! Good luck in college!

Love,
Aunt Linda & Uncle Rich

Megan,

Congratulations! Only you hold the key to your success. Never lose sight of your goals and always strive to achieve more. This will be your guarantee of success in life. Good luck in college!

I love you!

Love your brother,
Ned

Megan,

You are a beautiful, intelligent person who will succeed in everything you do. Continue to set your goals and you will go far. Congratulations and best of luck in college.

Love,
Uncle Joe, Aunt Karen 
Joey & Amanda

Megan,

Congratulations!

May all of your hopes & dreams come true!

Love,
Uncle Leo, Aunt Fawn,
Leo Jr. & Lauren
Dear Katherine,

Congratulations on your graduation from high school. You have successfully completed a large chapter in your life and will now begin a new and exciting one.

We are proud of you and all your accomplishments and successes, both academically and your extracurricular activities. You have excelled in everything you attempted.

You have been a blessing and a joy for us since the day you were born. We thank God for His gift of giving you to us. We also thank you for being the perfect daughter and for enriching our lives with your kind and caring spirit and sparkling personality. We thank the Passaic Valley High School, superintendent, principal, staff, teachers, and PV friends for contributing in making you an asset to society.

We also thank our family, friends and parishioners of St. John's Church for showering you with love which helped shape you into the beautiful young lady that you are.

Always follow your dreams—you have a bright and prosperous future ahead of you. Keep reaching for the stars and you will reach the sky!

Remember that you will always have our unconditional love and support in everything that you do. We wish you good health, success and a meaningful and happy life. God Bless you.

Dolchka, ti neka wound! Moleketo! All of our love always.
Mimi and Daddy
Autographs
Autographs
The United States draws closer to providing health care for all with the passage of reform bills in both the House and the Senate.

President Obama orders an increase in troops in Afghanistan with a goal of starting to withdraw forces from the country in July 2011.

Haiti’s earthquake – with a magnitude of 7.0 – is declared by the United Nations as the worst disaster it has ever confronted. Aid pours in from the United States and around the world.

A University of Utah study finds that texting while driving can be up to six times more dangerous than talking on a phone while driving.

Price per gallon of gas in 2000: $1.26
Movie ticket price in 2000: $5.39
2009: $2.73
2009: $7.35

tsunam.com, consumeraffairs.com, boxofficeguru.com, nationlist.org
In August, Sonia Sotomayor is sworn in as the Supreme Court’s first Hispanic justice and only third female member in the top U.S. court’s history.

Belgian Prime Minister Herman Van Rompuy is elected the first president of the European Council (EU) under the Treaty of Lisbon.

The H1N1 virus appears to affect teens more than typical flu viruses. Hand sanitizer is a commonplace sight in classrooms and other public spaces.

In efforts to make General Motors more economically viable, the company discontinues the Saturn brand and announces plans to phase out its Pontiac division.

America honors the lives of 13 innocent victims of a tragic shooting spree at Fort Hood, Texas, in November.

Unemployment rate in 2000: 4%
2009: 10%

U.S. population in 2000: 281 million
2009: 305 million

census.gov

Facebook users 2000: 0
2009: 350 million

fave60.com, groupon.co.uk
The number of first-time visitors to food shelves surges, as families cope with the economic recession. Food banks report that demand is up 30 percent on average.

The Armed Forces Network broadcasts five NBA games to U.S. troops on Christmas Day. The NBA gives the AFN broadcast rights for free.

Consumers have more alternative fuel options as the number of biodiesel stations continues to grow across the United States.

During October, Breast Cancer Awareness Month, pink products are everywhere: from printers to power tools, snowboards to golf balls, blow dryers to water bottles.
Students protest the University of California's 33 percent tuition increase. Average tuition is up 4.4 percent for private four-year colleges and up 6.5 percent for public four-year colleges.

Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percent of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.

WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY

1. Turn off the lights when no one’s in the room.
2. Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping.
3. Bike or walk instead of driving.
4. Get a reusable metal water bottle.
5. Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.
6. Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.
7. Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.
8. Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.
9. In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.
10. In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72° or higher.
At the Rose Bowl in Pasadena, the top-ranked Alabama Crimson Tide defeats the second-ranked Texas Longhorns to finish the Bowl Championship Series.

Sidney Crosby becomes the youngest captain to host the Stanley Cup as he leads the Pittsburgh Penguins to their third championship and first since 1992.

Team USA heads to Vancouver, British Columbia, for the Winter Olympics. More than 200 athletes represent the United States at the XXI Olympic Winter Games.

The New Orleans Saints beat the Indianapolis Colts 31-17 to win Super Bowl XLIV, their first championship title.

The New York Yankees capture their 27th World Series Championship when they beat the Philadelphia Phillies, four games to two.
Brett Favre retires from retirement to lead the Minnesota Vikings. At 40, Favre continues to rewrite the record books, including the most-consecutive regular-season games.

At the 12th IAAF World Championships in Berlin, Jamaican sprinter and three-time Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt beats his own 100-meter and 200-meter world records.

Shaun White leads a talented roster for the 2010 Olympic Snowboarding Team that also includes fellow gold medalists Kelly Clark, Hannah Teter and Seth Wescott.

Minnesota Twins' Joe Mauer becomes only the second catcher in 33 years to win the American League Most Valuable Player Award, finishing first in a near-unanimous vote.

2008 Wimbledon final: Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer
Super Bowl XLIII: Steelers 27, Cardinals 23
World Series 2001, Game 7: Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2
2007 Fiesta Bowl: Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42
2006 Rose Bowl: Texas 41, USC 38

GAMES/EVENTS OF THE DECADE
2008 Olympics: 100-meter men's butterfly, Michael Phelps
2009 Big East tournament: Syracuse 127, UConn 117 (6 OT)
Super Bowl XLII: Giants 17, Patriots 14
2002 NBA West finals, Game 7: Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)
2005 UEFA Champions League final: Liverpool beats AC Milan
After the release of their fifth studio album, the Black Eyed Peas launch The E.N.D. World Tour, with stops in Australia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand and Thailand.

Mary Mary’s album Praiseworthy reaches No. 1 on Billboard’s Christian & Gospel Album Charts, No. 2 on the Top R&B/Hip-Hop Chart and No. 7 on the Billboard Top 200.

Paramore takes home the title of Favorite Rock Band at the MTV’s People’s Choice Awards. Lead singer Hayley Williams kept in touch by Tweeting with fans throughout the awards program.

Taylor Swift has an amazing year with four CMA Awards and the Grammy for Best Album of the Year.

Glee geeks go wild! Volume 1 of the Glee soundtrack features 17 songs from the hit Fox show about a struggling high school glee club.
Justin Bieber parlayed YouTube fame into a record deal. A crowd of more than 3,000 screaming fans forces him to cancel an appearance at a Long Island mall.

Michael Jackson, the legendary King of Pop, dies unexpectedly at the age of 50, just weeks before his *This Is It* world tour is to begin.

Alicia Keys guest stars on Jay-Z's album, *The Blueprint 3*. Their joint effort, "Empire State of Mind," is one of the most successful songs of the year.

Beyoncé broke the record for a female artist at the Grammys with six awards, including Song of the Year and Best Female Pop Vocal Performance.

**TOP 10 TOP-SELLING ALBUMS OF 2009**

1. Fearless, Taylor Swift
2. *I Dreamed a Dream*, Susan Boyle
3. *Number Ones*, Michael Jackson
4. *The Fame*, Lady GaGa
5. *My Christmas*, Andrea Bocelli
7. *The E.N.D.*, Black Eyed Peas
8. *Relapse*, Eminem
10. *Only By the Night*, Kings of Leon
A new generation discovers the Fab Four. The Beatles: Rock Band is a smash hit among teens, parents and even grandparents!

Reality TV shows like CBS’s Survivor and The Amazing Race continue to draw in viewers of all ages.

Tina Fey’s acclaimed NBC comedy 30 Rock receives a record 22 primetime Emmy Award nominations and wins five, including Best Comedy Series and Best Actor in a Comedy Series (Alec Baldwin).

New Fox hit TV show Glee takes home the Golden Globe for Best Musical or Comedy Television Series over such veteran shows as The Office, 30 Rock and Entourage.

NAMEs

THE SIMPSONS
After just seven months, Conan O’Brien receives $45 million to surrender his position as host of The Tonight Show after NBC decides to return Jay Leno to his previous time slot.

Sesame Street celebrates 10 years on the air with the debut of Truth or Square, a Nickelodeon TV movie featuring celebrity guests and several shocking twists.

SpongeBob SquarePants celebrates 10 years on the air with the debut of Truth or Square, a Nickelodeon TV movie featuring celebrity guests and several shocking twists.

TOP 10 TOP-SELLING VIDEO GAMES OF 2009

1. Wii Fit
2. Wii Play
3. Pokémon Platinum Version
4. Mario Kart Wii
5. Resident Evil 5 (Xbox 360)
6. Killzone 2
7. Call of Duty: World at War
8. Resident Evil 5 (PS3)
9. Halo Wars
10. Street Fighter IV

Source: cnbc.com
Sandra Bullock wins the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Motion Picture—Drama for her performance in The Blind Side, based on the true story of Baltimore Ravens football player Michael Oher.
In just 41 days, James Cameron’s Avatar overtakes Titanic to become the highest-grossing movie ever worldwide at $1.859 billion.

Are you “Team Jacob” or “Team Edward”? “Twihards” around the world swoon over the supernatural love triangle in The Twilight Saga: New Moon.

**TOP 10 BOX OFFICE HIT MOVIES**

**2009**

1. Avatar
2. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
3. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
4. The Twilight Saga: New Moon
5. Up
6. The Hangover
7. Star Trek
8. The Blind Side
9. Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel
10. Monsters Vs. Aliens

**2009**

1. How the Grinch Stole Christmas
2. Cast Away
3. Mission: Impossible II
4. Gladiator
5. What Women Want
6. The Perfect Storm
7. Meet the Parents
8. X-Men
9. Scary Movie
10. What Lies Beneath
Snuggie, the blanket with sleeves, is a runaway hit. The company introduces versions for kids and pets and features designer styles in a fashion show.
Graphic tees, worn alone or paired with zip-front hoodies, are a comfortable way to make a style statement, promote your favorite band and express your individuality.

**FASHION TRENDS**

- Skinny jeans
- Big '80s shoulders
- Over-the-knee boots
- Graphic tees
- Hoodies
- Animal prints
- Rachel Roy bags
- Ripped jeans
- '90s grunge
- Flared jeans
Now you can carry a whole library in a device the size of a hardcover. Consumers crave readers like Amazon's Kindle and the Sony Reader.

In January 2010, teen employment rates hit a record low of 26.2 percent due to a lack of entry-level jobs available at the minimum wage.

Quinceañeras, the Latin American culture's coming-of-age celebration on a girl's 15th birthday, are becoming larger and more elaborate like Sweet 16 parties.

More than half (55 percent) of Americans ages 12-17 use social networking websites.

Pass the potatoes, please. Busy families are cutting back on expensive take-out meals and making time to sit down together for healthier, home-cooked family dinners.
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